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PREFACE

"Oiktis for hOuse is the Greek origin of the term "ecologYn.
_studies our house--whatever or Wherever' it may be Like an u
expand or contract to fit many ranges--natural and-
enVirant-nents-,--,Our Many 'Ihouses" if we omit rancor and cite lo
complexities. -Cur "oikus" 'Uses the insights of all subjects
multidisciplinary program like ours -necessarily resultsi- Also
a long_ time, our -program ranges: 'X thrti '12- The environment id
ValUeS. These 'Values have their origin the '''OlkiiS" of our
minds Let- us :become -masters of our Ihouse by replacing the 6.L.
with -u-Knotq- thy-Self anct thine. -hOUSe.

11.- -Written. 'and- &Signed- by your fel-lc-Air teacherS,, this- gui_cle is
tofit -appropriately into existing,,_ course -content.-

2. Each page or episode- offers- sukkestiont., ,knowing your stud
to adapt or adoOt tithitleSs.-chances-are--here for your exp
Many episodes are -Self contained, some open-minded still o
developed over -a few days.

1. Try these -episodes, but -ideate -Ore-plan. Why?
anrno- -curriculum. will :work unless viewed in the -Context4. React to thiS. guide with scratch ideas, and notes on the -epi5. After ,using_-an -episode, fill out the attached eValUation_foduplicate, or request more :6, these forms. Sen. them.-singl
Arei--,sind_eie_ly -want your reactions or suggestions--negative a
evaluations are- the key in 'telling us what Works"' and- in, a
Th771apiires..

TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ICE' RMC is Project ICE 'Resource Materials Center serving- allSchool districts in CESA 3, 8, and 9. Check the Project ICEresources. Cur address and phone number is on this guide's coor call us for any materir:s or help.
BAVI is Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 University

Madison, Wisconsin 53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).
Cognitive means a measurable mental skill, ability, or proceAffective refers to student attitudes, values, and feelings..
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PREFACE

the Greek origin of =the term "ecol ogy ". Environmental education
tever or wherever it may be Like an umbrella, our house can
fit many ranges -= natural and man-made. can add' quality to our
7 "houses" if we omit rancor and-cite long range gains , costs , and
.kus'._uses= the insightt of all subjects. Thus, a rational, positive,
,ram like ours =necessarily resuits . Also, since attitudes grow over
am ranges X. thru 12. The environment mirrors our attktUdes or
have their -origin in the "oikus" of our, collective and individual
matters -of our house by replacing the Greek, adage of "Know thyself"
I thine house "

' by yout fellow teaChert,., this _guide is -su0OletehtarY i0;,natOte,-;
IS into existing, logical course =content. .

is. offers- suggestions. Knowing yout students betti you dedidelhat
= LiMitlets--chancea are here for your. experimentation. and usage-
;eif contained, some open-minded-, still ,Othert -Can- be chAnged-Eot

days.
but please-..-pre.!Olah, Why? Simply, no gtide =has= all the answers,

gill work unless viewedin- the -cOntekt of yout =tttdents,
e" ""-with scratch idea s =and_ notes on the epit6cle =pages
code, -out -the attached--evaluation form in the-back, Use;

boi.173171TeTe7757.ET77TIFITETEFETFEETT776r rcolleCtiVely± to
Ott react = ions -or ,ttggettiontnegative _and- p-Otitive, Your
key telling- us "what. -works" and in aiding our revisions of

AS

ICE Retourde liaterialt, Center serving all -_ptblic _and noll-_public
ESA 3, 4, and 9.' Check the Project ICE Bibliography Of available
ss and _phone- numbed is on this guide-'$ toVer. -Feel free to write
ceriala or help.
udio Visual InttrilatiOn, 1327 University Avenue,_ F. G. Box- 2093i,
701 (PhOne: _608,2621644-
eattrable mental skill., ability-,. or :process based on factual data
student ,Attitudeti. valtes-, and feelings.
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C 1. Energy from the sun, the_basio
0-

N source of all energy, is converted

E through plant photosynthesis into

T a,,fOrt all living thingsicanuSe

_ )3EHAVICRAL,O13JECTIVES_
atGESTE0_,LEARNINGEXPER

'Discipline Area

Stibiedt

It

keasurem

Problem Orientation ,Sun Er

Codnitive: Each student
will make graphs to show
the differeLce of growth
in 5 different plants.

Affecttve:: The student
will support the need
of adequate sunlight
for all plant life.

Skills to be -Learned

ObServatiOn

Making Graphs
COmpArison-

I. ZtUdent-Centered in-Class
activity

A. -Plant -GrOWth: tOmpatiSon-
Graph
1.- Plant 4 seedSim-Same
size pOt8Amid_soil.
-a. Plitt pot place in sun-
light
b. SetOnd in Shady placec. Third in dark place.
d. Plant A.,sMall bean Seed-
_in-one pot
e. _Plant A larger- bean
Seed in -,other.

2- Watch-growth-of all7pOts-
As=Sdon as a-plant appear-Su
record date, height, or
girth, Or number of leaveS
Continue-for 2- weeks recOrd=
ing each day."
3_4 Make -a graph for each
plant showing the groWth,oVer
number of days

.

4. COmpare the-graphs of all
the-p lahts. DliSdtss the
difference of each plant andwhy.
*Use one- Of these ideas Or
divide class into grdups.

II. Out
Corn

A. TA;
school
tatia
tompa
the be
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igs can -use

Discipline Area

Subject

Problem Orientation

MathpinAi=i-eq

Measurement - -GraphS

Sun Energy _ :Grade :2_

SUGGESTED, .LEARNING _EXPERIENCES

I. Student=Centered in alasS
activity

A Plant GkoWth COMpariSOn
Graph
lo Plant Seeds, in 'same
si2epbts and soil.
a. First pot plade in sun.=
light
b. -Second in shady place
a. Thikd in dark place.
da Plant a small bean seed
in bile pot
e. Plant a larger bean
seed in- another.

2-. Watch growth Of all pots
As sOon as a plant appears,
recoed, date, height, or
girth, or number Of leaves.
Continue for 2 WeekS 'redord-
ing each day.
3. Make a graph fbr each
plant shOWing the. gtowth-aover
number 'of days
4. Compare the graphs of all

-the- plants. D'iscusS the
differende Of eadh plant and
why.
*Use one of theSe ideas- or
divide clasb into groups.

II -Outside Resource ran
COminUnity Activities

A. -Take a field- trip around.
sdhOdl ground -to -look at Vegef-
tatiOn -eadh-_Side. _of building-.
Cot-pare the sides -as- -to -where
the-best growth- occurs.



-Resourceand Reference-Materials COntinuedand Additional Su -ested Learnin
Publications:

AtidiOrViSuai::

=Vie- 131-ants,larid Their

iôrtcé -(Color)
BAVL

County Agricultural Agent
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C "Z, All living_saganiana interact
0
N ,amon 'themselves_ and their, environ-

E merit,- ,forming an intricate unit

T Called 4..n ecosySteni._.

Disciplihe Area

Subject

Mathematics

Sets

Problem Orientation Ecos stem

BEHAVIORAL OjJECTIVES-_ SUGGESTED LEAANING ,EXPERI

Cognitive: The child will
observe 3 .z nimala for 5

minu_Aes each, listing all
she ObjectE the animal
comes in contact with
during that time.

Affective: The child
will have- awareness
of how different 'systems
interact

Skills to te Learned

1. Observation
2. Listing
3. Counting
4. DiscusSion

1

_ I-. Student-,Centered in _class
activity

_A. Lave each child- observe
3-animals, for 5- minUtes each-,
Number and- list all -the things
the animal touches- during-
the:given- tite-._ -Child draws_
a picture of each= animal :and
the- items it interacts-with:
Write the number Of all the
objedtS in_ :that -set
B_. USing the pictures from
part -A. what would- happen -if
one or more of the objects
was -removed from, -the set._
Ex: Bird-set Of tree-, ground
warm air. Number 5: objects
in set , take sway_ the worm
4' objects left. What -wOuld
happen i s worm taken away?'

C. Observe other sets- b- esides..
aninialS, such as Schoo/S, homes"
etc.

out-'

A. Visi
unit -to
adtS.,



Disdiplihe- Area

..enviroh= Subject

Problemi--_Orientation

SUGGESTED LEARANG EXPERIENCES

---.Student-Centered i_ n class s
activity

A. _Haiie- eaCh -child- observe-
3: animals =,. -fcir- -5- minutes each.
-Ntiitibet and -list all the things
the animal tOubheS -during,
the given -time. Child draws
a- picture- of eadh- animal -and
_the items it .'interacts with._
Write_ the n-urither Of all the
:objects in that t-
13. -Using- the -pictures- frOirt-
part A. what --Would_ h4pperi if
-On& or more 'of the-objects-
was removed- froM_ the set.

-Bird-Set Of tree, gr=ound
warm :air--; -Number 5 objects

in- set take away the worm
4 objects left._ What_ would
happen- if worm taken- -away-T

C._ -012-Ser-Ve-' other sets- besides
ailiMals- such. as schools, homes, _

etc.

II. Out-Side ReSOurce 'and
Community Aotivitie8.

A. Visit the local AgoVerAitent
unit to see how each part inter=
actS.



Resource ai d Reference_Materials I Continued rand Additional Su!!ested
Publicatkoris:
Community Dlanning Handbook
Ginn & Co. I-C-E # 100 G
RMC

Audio-Visual:
film CommUtity (color)- 11 min.
$4.00 BAVI no 524
Sea (color) 28 min. $9.00
BAVI no. 5:.:86

Farm-

.



'terials I Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experience
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C ..3.. EnvirOhMental
-0
N -on_ .the numbers Of orerailiSMS- _living=c
-E withiii their influence, thus, each-P
T_ -environmeht.-has-...a- Carrviti4_ dapacity-.

factors are limiting Discipline Area

Subject--

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

CocinitiVe: The- Children:
_throUgh-:experatenting

find oat w_ hich- -container
holds the most popcorn.

Affective-:, The- Child;
1-711-1 be able. to _choOse
which- area can-thold- the
larger amount.

_ tO_ be Learned-

Listening
Experimenting
Discussion
Comparing

Mathe

MeaSu

Problem Orientation Car

SUGGESTED -LEARWitid E

Student-,Centered in -classactivity
A. Teidnithe -0hild=ten
:PopeOkh Pobem

Supplies -for. ciasS
TWO_-containers -of -diff--

erent volumes -With_ -dedepk,
tive 'ShapeS- so that child-
ren cannot -tell_ at a glance=
whiah is -larger.
b.-Popcorn-. or some-.similar
:Material

c. For each :gt01.1p,ot 3 Or
-4: children- 1- -tray with
small containers'-of
erent volumes- and- slia-p-TeS.
-Children-can 'bring: this
froiM-hote..r I plaStie don,.
tainer 112: Oi)'

"2._ -After story ask theSe-
queStions: What -did .E.ete
want to find out ? 1which:
container __Would_ -hold the-
Most -popeorni. How -could he
find Out? Ask the childrenfor suggestions.
(Continued on reverse side)

C
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ithe

?au

Car

vital factors are limiting Discipline Areck

ca.' of organisms living Subject -

influence, thus, each

las carrying capacity.

,Matheina'dCs
_ .

-Measurement _

Problem Orientation Carrying Capacity Grade 2

KTECTIVES-_
E

thildren
r.perimenting
ontainer
)opcorn.

'child
choose
old the

recd

SUGGESTED- EXPERIENCESl

I._ Student=Centered in clasS
aCtiVity

A. Tethe' dhildren 7-Petc.s.'
Popook-hPtabiela

Supplies for- ClaSS,
a. Two Containers Of diff-
erent volumes- with deCep-
titre shapes -so that cnildten darniot tell at _A glance
which it larger.
D. Popcorn or some :similar
material in 1 large don.-
tainet.
c. For each group of 3 or
4 children l'tray With .21

Altai' containers of diff-
erent volumes and Shapes.
Children can bring this-
frOmr home : plStid Con-
tainer (12 Oz)

2. After story ask theSe
gueStiOns: What did Pete
want to fihd out (whiCh
Container woUid hOld the
rnost popcOrn). _HOW could he
find out? Ask the-Children
fot-,suggestions-.

(Continued on reverse Sile)

OUtaide Resource- and
Community activities

A. -Take- a- qua-Of,,_$aria gravel,
clay, -and -tioh
may use any other '-kinds
bid)

I. -Put -Water into the cOnt:
tainert- until the soil will
.absorb no -mOre-.
2. -CoMpare, the measurementsto See- the different capaCi!.
tis -Of -soil tO .11614 Water._



1-

Resource_arie.. Reference Materials
Publications
Introducing _Measurement
Minnemast-Minnesota Mathematics
and Science. Teaching"Projeat
Corona, Philip, Things that
Measure .New York, Prentice
Hall 1962- i -C -E 110 UN 5

\

Audio-=Visual:

Community:
County agent on kinds of
soil

Continued and Additional Su
I. (cont)

3. -Divide class into- smaI
two small unfilled contain
container filled with pope

a. ASk the chilaren f
they would use. if they
popcorn.

Watch childrem to -.see

Petel-S "P_Opcbr
Pete like& -popOorti_ very

buttered ._ liked :popC6rn ba
ate= .popcorn While he Watohed
he _Went to= - bed..- liked gain
-dOuld- -biiy espedially big b
WORT even Teat pop-OOrn- 'fOr: 'br-
woilId let

-One .day _Pete4 s father told -hi.,
for ,him.

"What .Daddy? What i5
"You Sraturda-.
SUrprise-

-Pete woke early Sattirdw
"Today's Saturday,. ,Dad_.
please," -Pete? aiked.
'w4 will drive, to the: SUr-Pris_
Soc% they .came: to a 'big;_ big
didn't -kik* ;Many of the'words-
-one-: POPCORN1
"A .friend Of -Mine-owns. this-
",I told -him- hoW-.Much you like
workers here -- getting all kit:1-
th -buy_.,"
-Pete and -hiS- -father met the,

(dOntinued on next page)
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COntinued àn& Additional SuggeSted Learriihg Experiences
I. (Oon't)

3. Diyidé class into, Small. group S .ancl:§-ikie each group_two small -Unfilled COntainerS, and the large PlaStiC,-container filled with popcorn.,
a., -kSk- the children to find- out -_which container
they -Would use if they -were sgoing to take= home somepopcorn.
b "Vat Oh- Children to See- -hoW' _they -dedides_

-P6pCorn-. Problem-Pete liked_ popcorn very inudli! He --ate popcorn plain and=buttered . He liked popcorn balls_ and _caramel popcorn. Heate -popcorn while he watched TV and as _a snack just _beforehe went to -ibed-. He liked -going to the ,movies --because 'he
-Could= 'buy an',=esPedially -,big 436X_ of popcorn there:_ Petewould even eat popcorn for _breakfast if only his motherWould, :him.

One day -Pete'cs,- father told hit= he had a-,,spedial -Surprise:for

'",What is it, Daddy' --What is it? 'Pete -asked.
iieoU Will :find out Von-Sattiday.. I--knOW you _like this__sUrptiSe- :Very- mudh:-

-Pete -wOke Up- early, _on_ Saturday-. SO barday-.. _"Today's Saturday, bad. -Tell; me what my Surprise ---please," Petë -asked.
"We.--will _drive to the SUrPrise-. Come On Let's -get started"
-Sobn= they,, Cattle- to .a- big, big -building,, -Pete saw' a sign Hedidn't know many of the words on the sign but he did -knOWonePOPCORN:
j'A friend Of mine_ -Ottir, this popcorn_ fattbry_,," Daddy -Said,
"I_ -told, -him how -much you like popcorn, lie said we could seeworkers here :getting _ail kinds of popcorn- ready f6r- people-to: buy-."
-Pete and his father met the Man who owned the factory and(continued on next page)-



Pete's Popcorh Problem (continued)'

he showed then the popping Inachin.iS. Then Pete. saw _hoW the
the- popcorn 'atd- how- they made popcorn ballS.

When they -had seen all theSe things the -Mali said; "Would yto take some popcorn home?"

"Oh yes:" Pete answered.

"You =muSt decide one thing. Here are Some different contai(Point out the two containers you haVe Set outa "YoU May
of them. with- popcorn."

Pete looked at the cOntElinerS. They Were different shapes.=to be sure he took much popcorn" as -he could.- He *krTew :he;

DW

)t)

)11%

)
)r)
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Pete's Popcorn Problem (continued)

popping machines. Then Pete 'Saw how they packaged
As7 they made popcorn balls.

all these things the man s ; d, "Would you. like
)rn home?"

3wered.

)fte thing. Here ;are- Some different dontainers._"
container S you_ thaVe, set oUti_)- "You- may fill one-

containers. They were different shapes. He wanted
as much popcorn as he could. He -kriew tie .had a problem:

.

.

.
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N watpr is _estential for .life.
C

T

Discipline Area .MatheM

Subject

Problem Orientation Wate

BEHAVICALL OBJECiiIVES-

N ,CognitiVe: ,

The student
will _measure the speed,

H -depth, Width-. sand tern
-perature of_a small stream.

n
0
to
C14

N =Affective: student
=will -qUestien the dif-
ferences between a clean
and-pointed 0:4:84fit,

Lr)

0

rn
LO

Skills to be Learned

1. Comparing
2. Measuring

SUGGESTED_ LEARN NG E

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. If a small stream is near
Rufral Studies - Stream
1.a. Find the spot there

the stream it the widebt.
b. Find the spot where
the stream is the narrowest
c. Hew are the spots the
same?
d. How =are the spots dif-
ferent?

2.a. Find the deepest spOt.
b. find the shallow spots
c. Where is deep water
found:.

3. Find speed of river
(float a block of wood

and time its flow)
4. Find" temperature of
water.

B. More ideas on water in
the edolab.
C. Compare a few of the
,stream properties with a
river.
D. Compare a clean stream
with a polluted one of about
the same size.
(Continued on reverse side)

A:
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hem

Sur

ate

A.
ar

tt

Discipline Area Mathematics.

Subject

Problem Orientation Water Quality

_MeatureMent_r.

Grade-

SUGGESTED-__LEARN NG-_EXt)_EItIENCES

Sttident.."Centered in class
activity

k. If a small stream is near
Rural StudieS = Stream
1.a. Find the spot there
-the stream is the- widest:
b. Find the spot where
the Strearn, is the narrowest
c, HOw are the Erpota the
same?
d. How are the- spots_ dif-
ferent?

2.a. Find the deepeat spot.
b. find the Shallow spots
c. Where is deep water
found 7

3. Find speed of river
(float a block- of wood_

and time- its -flow)
4. Find temperature of
Water.
3. More ideas on water in
the doOlab.

Compare a few of the
3treaM properties with a
dyer.
). Compare a Olean stream
with a polluted one Of about
the same size.
(COntinued on reverse side)

Outside ReSource and
Community Activities

A. Whil0 :at the: Stream SketCh
and Count kinds of plants
found in it.
-B- -Have- a trout fiSherMan tell
the- effedt,Of pollution on
his trout fishing creek.



Resource and Refernece Materials
u Ica icns:

# t

Ecolab- study of the rural and
urban- environment Johnson and
Mann
Running Waters I-C-E 120 MA 5
Fresh water and Man I=C-E 130 Mc6

.

Audio-Visual:

Life Along: the Waterways- (color)

11 Min._ BAVi' '$ 3.50
Watet Iniin.) $2.00 BAVI

Community:

DNR representative -
someone who trout fishes

V

Continuedi,axid- Additionai Sugges,

.1. -(Continued)

E. Use the tilm The Stream f
1.- Compare- the .stream the
measured with the streain
2. Whidh: could support lit



ges

f

he'
rtaf

1

Continued and Additional =Suggested Learning Experiences

I. (Continued)

E. Use the film The Stream from I-C-E RN\(
1. Compare the stream the students visited and
measured with the stream in the film.
2.Which could, support life more easily?

.

.
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C 5 An adequate- supplyg0f clean air
O -

N is essential because most
-C

E depend 'on oxygen, through respire-

T tion, to release the energy in their

food.

Discipline Area ,e 'hemp

Subject 7 Crder o

Problem Orientation Air q

_BEHAVIORAL 4,7 ECT -I V E S

a

SUGGESTED LEARNING EX
Cognitive: The student
will collect different
samb les of air pollution
and place the samples in
order of smallest to
greatest

0
a,

10
r-1 Ways to out down on

air pollution.
0

Affective: The student
wtlft-propose different

Skills to be Learned

Collecting
Comparing

Discussion.

. Student-Centered in clasS II.
activity

A. Air filter activity
1. ,Make a device toc:61
collect air pollution
.samples. vacuum
cleaner and Some, -filter
paper -a little bigger
than the -- end bf thP. lioso
-Fold- it, down and_ _put _A

rubber -band over the filter-
tO hold it down.
24 Caledt -pollutants in
=different places. (Ndw-
alter for each)
a. 1nSide hOuse-

Ou%Side hoUse
c. In schodl
d4 In industrial -area
e. In one place at dif-
ferent -Of day.
f.- Exhaust from car.
(stand at -f3icle of aUtO-
so you dOn't breathe Co
g. Use different cars,-
trucks, motOry'Cles etc.

_3. Compare -all filter and
place in_ Order from very
(continued On reverse _side')

Ve
eh,

B.
ai
pr
th



;air

ismS

Discipline Area __mathematics

Subject. -_Order of :.Number

Problem Orientation Air quality control Grade

SUGGESTED -__LEARivING, EXPERIEiICES

tudent-Cantered; in elass
tItivity
Air filter activity

-Make- a de_ Vice toc:o-1-
6-1lect air pollution
aMpleS. -Get a vactium,
leaner and some filter
pkt- a -little

ofaan the end- of -the hOse.
old it down_- And put a
ubber -.band over the filter

hOld it 06-wn..
-COIleot pol'utant8 in
fferekit =(New

filter- for _eaC7--)
7. Inside Louse

. -Outside_ -hOUSe-

. In Sch-OOl

. In indtiStrial area
-. In _one place at dif-
erent -times Of -day.

BxhaUSt from car.
-stand at cf auto
o you donFt -13±,-..athe CO

-Use- difierent cars,
rtickS, _motorc:y6les etc.
Compare all filter and

ace in-Order -from very
ontinUed on =reverse side)

Outside .Resource and
Community ActiVities

A. Cars, trucks, and other motorvehicles- Of the children's
entS.
B. Industrial area - collect
air samples from different
places within the-- area and 'runthe test as before.



Continued and Additional Su est:ResoUrC6:And Feference Materials_

Publications:

Air Pollution Lavaroni and
O'Donnel Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.
at I-C-E
Clean Air for: Your Community
Environmental Health Services
I-C-E Vertical File
ShUttlesworth, D.E. Clean Air,
Sparkling Water the fight against
Pollution, Doubleday 1968 $ 3.95

Audio-ViSual:

Filmstrips I-C-E
Ward's Natufal Science
Establishment
Environmental:Pollution
OUT-AUtla in Crisis

at I -C -E FS Stl

Community:

Auto mechanic to talk on how to
cut down air pollution from cars.

I. Continued

3. light to-very dark. Number
4. DiscuSs filters. Teacher as

Which is the worse pollutor
How can air pollution be cu*

t



tinued and...Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

ontinued

light to very- dark. Number from 1 to- 7.
Discuss filters. Teacher ask question such as:
Which is the worse pollutor one or two? Why?
how can air pollution be cut dciwn in some areas?
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C- 6. Natural resources are not equally Discipline -Area- _math0
N distrI6uted over the earth or over Subject Coun

E time and greatly affect the 4e$0_7- Problem Orientation

T graphic conditions and quality of
life.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The student
Will -count -the -ntitber
of Seeds that develoP
on a.- dandelion flower.-

Affective:. The student
will recom end ways to
prevent thE rapid growth

H of dandelions,

r

1

H Counting
H Comparing

Skills Learned

SUGGESTED LEARNING_
I. Student-Centered in class

activity
A. Dendelion Seed Count

1. Collect a nutber of
dandelions that have gone.
to- Seed. Collect several by
putting a small bag over
the flowef and grasping
the bag around the flower
stem. Count the seed of at
least 10- flowers. -Teacher
find the average number of
seeds on a flower. Estimate
the number of seed in the
lawn area.

x2. Germination test of dan-
delions. Count some seeds
and plant them in pots. It
will take several weeks for
them to germinate. How many
of them germinate?

3. Make a list of why some
seeds do not grow. (birds,
paved areas etc.)
4. Find out where dande-
lions grow.

* list numbers planted -com-
pared to numbers that grew.



iath:

.oun

A

ot equally Discipline Area Mathematics

or over Subject CoUnting:_

e geo- Problem Orientation Areas

1-tv of

.Grade,

:SUGGESTED_ LEARNING i EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centeted in class
activity

A. Dandelion Seed Count
1. Collect a number of
dandelions that have gond
to seed. Collect Several by
putting a small bag over
the flower and grasping
the bag around the flower
stem. Count the seed of at
least 10 flower-S. Teacher-
find the average number of
seeds on a flower. Estimate
the number Of seed in the
lawn area.
*2. Germination test of dan-
delions.-Count some seeds
and plant them in pots. It
will take several weeks for
them to germinate. How many
of them germinate?

3. Make a list of why some
seeds do not grow. (birds,
paved areas etc.)
4. Find out where dande-
lions grow.

* list numbers planted com-
pared to numbers that grew.

II. Outside Resource and
"Community Activities-

A. Lawn or grassy area.
B. Compare the dandelions ,in
lawn with those in- a weed16-t.



Resource atd Reference Materials

Publicati'ots:

kitInyestigatianS in ECology
Schultz ark- -Marcuccio. Project
I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual;

Natures -Half _Acre -(33 -Min)' colt*
Project IC-E. -RMC Filth 210

Community:

Gardener - speak on how
he fights c. dandelion
problem.

Continued and Additional Su



SU1 :Wed and _Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

.



C 7. Factors such aS facilitating
0

transpertation, economic conditions,

population growth, and increased_
C

leisure time ,haveaigreat-influence-6n

chances in

Discipline Area

Subject

Problem Orientation

-and- use- and-center_-_ -oiu
_

-BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES-
11 git17

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXP'

Area

Lan

J

di

as

Cognitive:
The student

will count the nutber of
people in Area and com-
pare the Lumber of people
to the number of heuses.

Affective: The Children
will attenpt to find new
and better use of land
space °*

Skills' to be Learned

Census - Counting
Research

Ok

I.. Student-Centered in- class
activity

A. Take- a given area in class-
roem and mark oif . In- This
area place a- box shaped for a
Stall house. Tell children
that only two people live in
the house and there is only
that much room. Each day the
teacher add a -new item that
will require more area on
the given lot. (car-garage)
(more money bdgger house -)
(children - more rooms)
(reareation room) children
should see that the same area
supports more buildings and
people.
B. Each child should ask
parents how big a lot they
live on.
C. Take a census on each
home finding these things:
1. number of rooms
2. number of people.
3. size of garage (1 or 2
car.)

D. Have-children count the
number of houses and people
in their block or area. .

A.
to
num
-men

it

rc
ax

$11

th
th
th

to
wi
th

(11

(c

(/

sh
31]
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pa
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0
1

2

3
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-I

ea.

Lan

EXPI

I.

C

A.-

toH
nuM
men

in

ditions,

ased

fluence on

atSatpizailiation density.

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Discipline Area

Subject

Problem Orientation

Mathemmafirs

Area and Counting

Land Use _ Grade- 2

;StUdent-Centered in _class
activity

A.,-Take _a given -area in cla8s-
room and mark oif. In this
area-plade a loOk shaped for a
small house. Tell children
that Only two- .people live in
the house and there is only
that much room --Each day the
teacher add a-new item that
will require more area on
the given lot. Ican-garage)
-(more money bigger hbuse)
(children - more rooms -)
(recreation room) children
should see that the same area
supports more _buildings and
people.
B. Each child should ask
parents how big-a lot' they
Live on.
:. Take-a census on each
come finding these things:
1. number of rooms
2. number of people.
3. size of garage (1 or 2
car.)
). Have children count the
lumber of house8 and people

their block or area.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Visit an apartment building
to see how space is used and
number of people in the- apart-
ment.

ti



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Ecology-; The Ci.tx at IC-E iNtvkc

130 Mc ,IC
Comtunsity ,Plarining_ at I-C-E
110 -GI
Edolab at Kit 21

Audio-Visual:
Cities are .Different and
PllikeJ3AVI

_IIAVI

Community
Real Estate Agency

ContinUed- and Additional. S



1 Si ,ls Continued and Additional SuggeSted Learning Experiences
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C 8. Cultural, economic,_ social,
0
N and political factors determine

E status of man's values and atti-
P

fnaPq toyer d' -his environment.

*Dis cip 1

-Subject

problem

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES-

Cognitive:
----- The learner
will add and subtract as
PAL plays the ecology game.

Affective: The learner
will su!jcjest ways of

achievinsj a clean world

Skills to be Learned

1. Number line
2. Vorwarcl. movement
3. Backweid movement

SUGG

. Student-Centered
activity

A. Use a number lir
10.

1. MAke sure the
are familiar wi
line.
2. Use the chart
the idea of move
ber line.
3. You can impro
chart according
4. H forward dir
could be a resul
itive ecological
Reveise directio
be a result of n
ecological actin

B. Ude the game on
page.
i.'Make a game b
every 4 students
2. You will need
place markerS fo
3.Ydu will need
and negative car
points for ecolo
tions.

(continued on re

1

7

ere



ipl

ect

lem

social, Discipline Area Mathematics

determine

UGG

red

lir

the
wi

cart
nove

apro
.ng

dir
sul
.cal

n
!tio

on

e b
nts
eed
fo

ed
car
olo

re

.es and atti-

ironment.

Subject AddrUi2taii
Problem Orientation Quality of Life ,Grade 2

:VES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Use a number line from 1 -
10.

1. Make sure the students
are familiar with a number
line.
2. Use the chart to get
the idea of movement num-
ber line.
3. You can improvise on the
chart according to need.
4* A forward direction
could be a result of 'Des-
itive ecological action.
Reverse direction could
be a result of negative

. ecological action.
B. Use the game on'the next

page.
1. Make a game board for
every 4 students.
2. You will need dice and
place markers for each team.
3YoU will need positive
and negative cards with
points for ecological ac-
tions.
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Ask a street cleaner to keep
track of the amounts he cleans
off the street for about a
week in terms of increase or
decrease of amounts. Use the
information and apply to the
numberline.



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and Additional. Su ested Lea

Beoloqy the City 130 Mc10
I-C-E
The Environmental School
i-C-E 120 Me CB

4. -1161-1 the dice-drid- -go the ,nuMber
roll. D5 lAihatj, the _sqUare- tells you-.
54- The winner is_= the -perSett 'who -getsfirst.
-6. Discuss hoW- many :people fluOtuate
and attitudes toward-environbent.

Our LarA Needs your help BAVI
Nature is for People BAVI
Lakes BAVI

Forward 2 if yoU pick up ;paper in- ith

FerWard- 4 if you -walked to school

Forward 1 if you turned off- a- right

Back 3 if. yoU burned garbage this -.we

Back 2 if -you have bookt on the =floe

Back 6 if you killed a bird
C. Talk about what kinds of things we
on our route to a clean world_ . Use a
to illustrate progress.
(See "Sample Chart" below)



.Continued and Additional Suggested :Learning Experiences

If Continued)

4. Roll the dice^and go the number of spaces you
roll. Do what the square tells you
5..the wihner is the person who gets to Clean World
first.

Discuss how many people fluctuate on their values
and attitudes toward environment.

SaMple Cards:

Forward 2 if you pick up paper in the roolA.

Forward 41 if you walked to school,

Fokward'l if you turned off a light

Back 3 if you burned garbage this week

Back 2i you have-books on the floor

Bak 1 if you wasted food

Back 6 if you killed a bird

C. Talk about what kinds of things we
on Our route to a clean world. Use a
to illustrate progress.
(See "Sample Chart" below)

/---,

cud) dY

.o back and forth
zig zag line

Nt'
teAw 7

wo Lcj
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9 Man has the ability to manage,

N manipulate, and change hisC,
E environment

T

Discipli

Subject

Problem

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTE

Cognitive: The student
will make a picture of
a city's skyline using
the basic geometric
shapes.

Affective: The student
will investigate the

*hdpeaA,nat make- all
buildings.

Skills to be Learned

Observation
Making squares, triangles ,

circles, and rectangles
Discussion

I. Student-Centered in
Activity

A. Discuss basic geom
shapes- squares, tria
Circles, and rectangl,
B. Field trip of city
skyline.*Note and rec
basic shapes that mak
buildings of a city.
C. In school each stu
make a picture of the
using the basic geome'
shapes.
D. Discuss one buildii
it lends itself to tl
all view of the city.



ity to manage, Discipline Area

:lige his Subject
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ct

em

ESTE

d in

4eom
tria
rngl

rec
inak

:y.

stu
the
!one'

idix
ti

ty.

Mathematics

Geometry shapes

Problem Orientation Urban Environment Grade, 2

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

es'

I. Student-Centered in class
Activity

A. Discuss basic geometric
shapes- squares, triangles,
Circles, and rectangles.
B. Field trip of city to see
skyline. Note and record the
basic shapes that make up the
buildings of a city.
C. In school each student
make a picture of the city
using the basic geometric
shapes.
D. Discuss one building as
it lends itself to the over
all view of the city.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Field trip to see the sky-
line of the city, or a nearby
village.
B. Construct from boxes heights,
sizes, and shapes of buildings.



Resource and Referehce Materials Continued and Additional Su ested Le

Publications:

Ecology - he--City I-C-E RMC
130 M40
Ecolab Kit 21 I-C-E RMC

Pudio-Visual:

Pictures cf Buildings
"Cities are different and alike"
BAVI
"The City" BAVI

Community:

Carpenter



I Le tinued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences



C 10. Short-term economic gains may
0
N long-term. envIronmental.,
C
E
P
T

Discipline Area Mathem:

Subject Subtra.

Problem Orientation 147

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The child
will, through actual
measurement, determine
the amount cf water
wasted by one dripping
faucet in a given period
and Compard: water wasted
in different faucets.

Affective: The child
will attempt to cor-
rect leaking faucets in
his home through pres-
suring parehts.

Skills to be Learned

1. Observation
2. Comparison
3. subtraction

SUGGESTED LEARNING E

I. Student-Centered in class I II.
activity

A. Dripping faucets send
clean, usable water into
the sew.rs.
1. If you have a leaky
faucet at hoMe or in
school find out the vol-
ume of water wasted in 24
hours.
2. Find the total number of
leaky faucets in school and
in all the homes of the stu-
dents and the teacher. To-
gether find the total waste
of water if each wasted the
same volume.

a. Problems to be work6d
1. Nary's leaky faucets
wasted 15 cups of water a
day. John's leaky faucets
wasted only 6 cups a day.
How much less water was
wasted in John's home?
2. After Tom fixed the leaky
faucet, it only dripped 1
cup a day. Before it was
fixed it dripped 11 cups
a day. How much did he save?
(continued on reverse side)

A.
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gains may Discipline Area Mathematics

.onmental Subject

aem;

trail

3 E

ET.

A.
e

cc
an
wa
B.
to

th
wa
th

Subtraction,

Problem Orientation Water Quality controlGrade 2

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. tudent.- .Centered in class
activity

A. Dripping faucets send
clean, usable water into
the sewer.
1. If yoU have a leaky
faucet at hOme or in
school find out the vol-,
ume of water wasted in 24
hours.
2. Find the total number of
leaky faucets in school and
in all the homes of the stu-
dentS and the teacher. To-
gether find the total waste
of water if each wasted the
same volume.

B. ProblemS to be workgd
1. Mary'S leaky faucets
wasted 15 cups of water a
day. John's leaky faucets
wasted only 6 cups a day.
How much less water was
wasted in John's home?
2. After Tom fixed the leaky
faucet, it only dripped 1

1

cup a day. Before it was
fixed it dripped 11 cups

1

a day. How much did he save? ,
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Municipal water worker to
explain the importance of
conserving water supply
and the effects of wasted
water.
B. Fire department employee
to talk to pupils about
the importance of a sufficient
water supply for fire needs of
the community.



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Kit Investigations Ecology -

card number 10 , Leaky Faucets
Project I-C-E RMC
The Magic of Water
Charles Scribner and Sons
The First Book of Water

,

Audio-Visual:

How Watex Helps Us IMC
EAVI F 1E1-D

Commuqty:
City W;fttr Department
City Fin Department
The Homes

Continued and Additional_Sug^ested L

3. During one day Bob used-water five
he wasted 4 cups, the next two times
the 4th time he wasted,6 cups, the la
8 cups. How many cups of 'water did he
4: If Mary uses 30 gallons of water i
Barb uses 42 gallons in one day. Who
How much more?
5. If John forgot to shut off the wat
getting a drink. How much oatek would
if 8 gallons of water came out of th
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s Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

3. During one day Bob used water five tithes. The 1st time
he wasted 4 cups, the next two times he wasted 5 cups,
the 4th time he wasted 6 cups, the last time he wasted
8 cups. How many cups of water did he waste?
4. If Mary uses 30 gallons of water in one day and
Barb uses 42 gallon in one day. Who uses more water?
How much more?
5. If John forgot to. shut off the water tap after
getting a drink. How much mater would he waste in 3 hours
if 8 gallons of water came out of the tap every hour?

.
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C 11. Individual acts, duplicated Discipline Area Mathematicso
N or coLpounded, produce signifi- Subject Computation:C
E cant environmental alterations Problem Orientation LitteP
T overtime.

U C

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIE1

Cognitive: The learner
will add weights of
li ter.

Affective: The learner
will support a campaign
for individual respon-m
.sibility to cut litter
accumulation.

0r
rn

Skills tc be Learned

Computation
Weighing
Observins
Keeping records

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will try to determine
the number of returnable or
recyclable containers used at
home.
1. Discuss re-usable con-
tainers and containers that
must be thrown out.
2. Count homes who use milk
bottles, juice bottles, pop
bottles, and plastic con-
tainers.
3. Have a campaign to return
and make money with the re-
turnable bottles.
4. Tally the returnable and
non-returnable containers.

B. Ask students to pick up
cans and litter.
1. Add these 1 by 1 to de-
termine effects.
2. Calculate total weight.

C. Clean the desk and find,
the height of a pile of waste
paper.
1. Individual piles
2. group pile.
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outsi
Comm.

A. take
area to
piling
B. Each
at home
and bott
and diSc
and mont
school.
C. Locat
area and
litter.
Keep rec
for a pe

VI
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Litter Grade 2

VE S SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will try to determine
the number of returnable or
recyclable containers used at
home.
1. Discuss re-usable con-
tainers and containers that
must be thrown out.
2. Count homes who use milk
bottles, juice bottles, pop
bottles, and plastic con-
tainers.
3. Have a campaign to return
and make money with the re-
turnable bottles.
4. Tally the returnable and
non-returnable containers.

B. Ask students to pick up
cans and litter.
1. Add these 1 by 1 to de-
termine effects.
2. Calculate total weight.

C. Clean the desk and find
the height of a pile of waste
paper.
1. Individual piles
2. group pile.
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Communi4 Activities

A. take a field trip to a dum)
area to see how much garbage is
piling up.
B. Each child should observe
at home how much paper, cans,
and bottles the family uses
and discards in a day, week,
and month. Bring figures to
school.
C. Locate a vacant lot or some
area and note the amount of
litter. Clean up and weigh.
Keep record of litter amounts
for a period of time.



Resource ard Reference Materials

Publicaticns:

Kit Lookins into Life Systems
and Man's IMpaCt on tnVironmilt
Card 13
Project I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual:

Garbage at I-C-E 260 RMC
1370 Wealth of the Wasteland

color 30 min. $2.00 BAVI
6366 What'S Happening to our
Landscape 20 min. BAVI
P:per and I, 14 min.
Southern Pulpwood Conservation
Film Service Labs
Jefferson Road
Athens, Ga. 30601
Film: Litter -ly Speaking
14 min. Nev: York State Dept.
of Transportation
1220 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12226
Film: The Litterbug

color - 8 min.
Walt Disney Productions
Educational Film Div.
500 S. Buena Vista Avenue
Burbank, Ca. 91503

Community:

Vacant Lot
Dump

Continued and Additional Suggested Le-

D. Discuss what happens when 1person
pared to 100 person.
1. Plan a campaign to make people mo
responsibility to the environment.



Le
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'no

s Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

(1

D. Discuss what happens when 1 person litters as com-
pared to 100 person.
1. Plan a campaign to make people more conscious of their
responsibility to the environment.
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C _12_ Private ownershipmliatheme=
0
N garded as -a stewardship and should
C
E not encroach upon or violate the
P
T individual right of others.

ORAL OBJECITVE6

Discipline Area Mathematic

Subject- Subtractio

Problem Orientation :oreetS

I

Cognitive: tudent-Centered in cliSs Il. Out.The learner will a
Sctivity

Comcompute the effects of his A. You will simulate a forest.
A. DNbehavior on a forest.

Affective: The learner
wild offersugge§tions as

to how a forest can be
cared for so that animal
life i5 preserved

Skills to be Learned

1. Even and odd numbers
2. Counting by 5
3. Subtracting 2 digit
numbers.
4. One to one Correspondence
5. Intercretation

1. Each student will need 99
toothpicks for trees and 99
dots for birds and clay or
styrofoam for ground. Put
birds into the trees and
the trees into the ground.
2. You sell 31 trees - how
many trees are left?
3. What happens to the birds?
4. You plant 10 seedlings
(broken toothpicks) Can birds
live in seedlings?
5. The next year you sell
50 trees. Hoy: many bic' trees
are left standing?
6. What happens to the Diras?
7. You don't plant any more
trees, but sell the rest of
the big ones left.
8. What happens to the birds?
9. Discuss what resulted
with your dee.:Aon not to
replant trees, but to con-
tinue selling

(Continued on reverse side)

of foa
of an"
B. Men
Socie"
vironn
life.
C.Idqr
birds
a tree
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Discipline Area

.ewardship and should Subject-

.pty or vielate the

t of otherS.

Mathematics

Subtraction

Problem Orientation Forests Grade 2

BJECITVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
earner will activity
is of his A. You will simulate a forest.
est.

earner
tions as

an be
animal

-ned

umbers

digit

respondence

1. Each student will need 99
toothpicks for trees and 99
dots for b.rds and clay or
styrofoam for ground. Put
birds into the trees and
the trees into the ground.
2. You sell 31 trees - how
many trees are left?
3. hat happens to the birds?
4. You plant 10 seedlings
(broken toothpicks) Can birds
live in seedlings?
5. The next year you sell
50 trees. How many big trees
are left standing?
6. What happens to the birds?
7. You don't plant any more
trees, but sell the rest of
the big ones left,
8. What happens to the birds?
9. Discuss what resulted
with your decision not to
replant trees, but to con-
tinue selling

(Continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. DNR to speak on the effect
of forest use and destruction
of animals.
B. Member of the Audobor:
Society to speak on the en-
vironment conducive to bird
life.
C.Identify and count the
birds that interact with
a tree in the school yard.



Resource and Reference Materials. Continued and Additional Suggested

Publicdtions:
I. (continued)

Birds - Bolt, Winston-Rinehart B. Using the forest again
at I-C-E RMC 1. Make a sheet with numbers from 1Ecology The -Forest at I-C-E
RMC Benziger 130 Mc
Multiple - Use - Management
at I-C-E 170 No.

Audio-Vicual:
"Nature's Half Acre" Film 210
at I-C-L RMC
"Our Natural Resources" BAVI

Community:

ggol.),:n Speaker

2. Put this over the clay base and
est again.
3. Count by 5. Sell each tree that
Example: Tree number 5,10,15 etc. H
4. What should you do with the birds
5. Now sell off all odd numbered tr
6. What happens to the birds?
7. The remainder of the trees are in
your campfire you left burning.
8. What happened to the birds?
9. Discuss the effects of your care
What did you do to the birds.



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
ed

. (continued)
B. Using the forest again

1. Make a sheet with numbers from 1 to 1002. Put this over the clay base and discuss your new for-m 1 est again.
nd 3. Count by 5. Sell each tree that is on the number.Examplc: Tree number 5,10,15 etc. How many are left?at 4. What should you do with the birds?. H 5. Now sell off all odd numbered trees. How many are left?ird_ 6. What happens to the birds?tr 7. The remainder of the trees are in a fire caused byyour campfire you left burning.

in 8. What happened to the birds?9. Discuss the effects of your care of the forest.What did you do to the birds.are



PRCJECT I-C-E Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or

In commenting on each episode used
form. Feel free to adapt it and add
your criticues and comments - negati
hand column, please rate (poor, good
make specific comments or suggestion
vided to help us make this a more us

L

Please fill in:
Subject:

Grade:

Concept No. Used;

Poor Good Exc.
I. Behavioral Cbjectives

A. Cognitive:

E. Affective:

I. S.1 s Deve ope

III. Suggested Learning Experiences
A. In Class:

B. Gutsi e & Community Act vities:

uggeste Resource & Reierence Materia s
(specific suggestions & comments)
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7 I-C-E Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or duplicate as needed)

In-commenting on each episode used in your class, Please use this
I

form. Feel free to adapt it and add more pages. Lera7Znow all
I

your critiaues and comments - negative and positive. In.the MT-
i

hand column, please rate (poor, good, excellent) each item. Also,
I make specific comments or suggestions if Possible in the space pro-

ivided to help us make this a more usable guide. Thank you.

. Behavioral Cbjectives
A. Cognitive:

E. Affective:

. s Deve ope

. Suggested Learning Experiences
A. In Class:

B. Outside & Community Activities:

. uggested Resource & Reverence Materials
(specific suggestions & comments)

Project I -C -C
Serving Schools in CESA 3-8-9

1927 Main Street
Green Bay, WI 54301
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PREFACE

"Oikus" for house is the Greek origin of the term "ecology". E13

studies our house--whatever or wherever it may be. Like an umbrel
expand or contract to fit many ranges--natural and manmade. Ue c
environments, our many "houses" if we omit rancor and cite long ra
complexities. Cur "oikus' uses the insights of all Subjects. Thu
multidisciplinary program like ours necessarily results. Also, si
a long time, our program ranges K thru 12. The environment mirror
values. These values have their origin in the "oikus" of our coll
minds. Let us become masters of our house by replacing the G:eek
with "Know thyself and thine house."

1. Written and designed by your fellow teachers, this.guide is sup
to fit appropriately into existing, logical course content.

2. Each page or episode offers suggestions. Knowing your students
to adapt or adopt.. Limitless chances are here for your experim
Many episodes are self contained, some open-minded, still other
developed over-a few days.

3. Try these episodes, but lease re- lan. Why? Simply, no guidan ono curriculumwill wort un ess viewed in the context of you
4. React to this guide with scratch ideas and notes on the episode
5. EFFeT using an episode, fill out the attached evaluation form iduplicate, or request moi73TEffeWEFFIF77TIFETTFET0707or

We sincerely want your reactions or suggestions--negative and p
evaluations are the key in telling us 'what works" and in aidinthe guides.

TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ICE RMC is Project ICE Resource Materials Center serving all pubschool districts in CESA 3, 8, and 9. Check the Project ICE Bibliresources. Cur address and phone number is on this guide's cover.or call us for any materials or help.
BAVI is Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 University AvenMadison, Wisconsin 53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).
Cognitive means a measurable mental skill, ability, or process
Affective refers to student attitudes, values,, and feelings.

n
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PREFACE

is the Greek origin of the term "ecology". Environmental education
-whatever or wherever it may be. Like an umbrella, our house can
to fit many ranges--natural and man-made. Pe can add quality'to our
uany "houses" if we omit rancor and cite long range gains, costs, and
"oikus" uses the insights of all subjects. Thus, a rational, positive,

program like ours necessarily results. Also, since attitudes grow over
rogram ranges K thru 12. The environment mirrors our attitudes or
Jes have their origin in the "oikus" of our collective and individual
ome masters of our house by replacing the Greek adage of "Know thyself"
and thine house."

igned by your fellow teachers, this guide is supplementary in nature--
ately into existing, logical course content.
isode offers suggestions. Knowing your students best, you decide what
pt. Limitless chances are here for your experimentation and usage.
re self contained, some open-minded, still others can be changed or
a few days.
des, but please pre-plan. Why? Simply, no guide has all the answers,
um will work unless viewed in the context of your students.
uide with scratch ideas and notes on the episode pages.
episode, fill out the attached evaluation form in the back. Use,
equest more of these forms. Send them singly or collectively to us.
nt your reactions or suggestions--negative and positive. Your
the key in telling us 'what works" and in aiding our revisions of

ATIONS

ct ICE Resource Materials Center serving all public and non-public
n CESA 3, 8, and 9. Check the Project ICE Bibliography of available
dress and phone number is on this guide's cover. Feel free to write
materials or help.
f Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 University Avenue, P. C. Box 2093,
53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).

a measurable mental skill, ability, or process based on factual data.
to student attitudes, values, and feelings.
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C 1. Energy from the sun, the basic Discipline Area Mat emati
0
N source of all energy, is converted Subject Numerati
C
E through plant photosynthesis into Problem Orientation Ec o i a
P
T a for all living things can use for life processes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive:
The child

will measure the number
of clays a plant can live
without sunlight.

Affective: The child will
demonstrate that plants
need sunlight in order
to live and grow.

Skills to be Learned
Observation
Problem Solving
Recording
Investigating
Experimentation
Measuring - inches and
meters

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIE

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The class will find the
answer to the following ques-
tions.
1. How long can a plant
live without sunlight?
Compute the number of days.
2, What happens to a
plant that receives no en-
ergy from the sun.

B. The class will demonstrate
how long it takes a plant
to die when it is deprived of
sunlight, compute days and
hours.
1. Place plant in dark place
without sunlight.
2. Water plant regularly.
3. See that there is suf-
ficient oxygen.
4. Class count the number of
days until change takes place
in the plant.
5. Record change in color,
texture and vitality of plant
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outsi
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Discipline Area

)41 Subject

Problem Orientation

for life processes.

Mathematics

Nume ati

Ecological Cycles Grade 3

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

adent-Centered in class
tivity

she class will find the
wer to the following ques-
ts.
How long can a plant

ve without sunlight?
mpute the number of days.
What happens to a
ant that receives no en-
gy from the sun.
The class will demonstrate
long it takes a plant

die when it is deprived of
light, compute days and
rs.
Place plant in dark place
thout sunlight.
Water plant regularly.
See that there is suf-

cient oxygen.
Class count the number of

ys until change takes place
, the plant.
Record change in color,

.xture and vitality of plant,
'ontinued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Invite florist to speak
to class on effect of sunlight
on plants in a greenhouse.
1. He will tell class how
many plants can be served
per square foot of sunlight.

B. Visit to a greenhouse
to see how many plants can
live in a given area of sun-
light.
C. In small groups at the
greenhouse students will try
to determine which plants need
the most sunlight and how
much more.
D. They will find out how
the greenhouse supplies sun-
light on cloudy days.
How many hours per year?
E. Florist will demonstrate
the effect of too little
sunlight on plants.



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and Additional Stag

Publications:

'McDonald, Char and Earnest
Study in Plant Succeosion.

from VF at Project I-C-E
RMC
110 SA Living Things in Field
and Classroom - I-C-E RMC
"People and their Environment"
Teachers r Curriculum Guide
to Conservation Education

170 Lr. RMC

Audio - Visual:

6743 Green Plants and Sun-
light BAVI
5732 Sun: Friend or Foe?
11 min. $4.50 BAVI
1969

Community:

Greenhouse
Florist
Gardens

I. Continued
C. Children will show actual
,:growth that has been deprive
with one that receives an ad
measurement in inches or met
D. Children will find out -th
some plants need more sunlig
more do they need? Subtract



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

I. Continued
C. Children will show actual difference in a plant's
;:grOwth, that has been deprived of sunlight. Compared
with one that receives an adequate supply by daily
measurement in inches or meters.
1111: Children will find out through experimentation that
some plants need more sunlight than others. How much
more do they need? Subtract number of days needed.



-

C 2. All living organisms interact
0
N among themselves and their en-
C
E vironment, forming an intricate Problem Orientation
P
T unit Called an ecosystem.

Discipline Area Ma

Subject DWI

BEHLVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEANIIh

Cognitive:
The learner

will calculate th- in-
crease or 6ecrease of
population within an
ecosystem.

Affective: The learner
will propose: ways to

preserve different
ecosystems.

Skills to Le Learned

1. digit multiplication
2. additioz,
3. subtraction
4. interpretation

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The student is given an
ecosystem to work with.
1. Give a detailed list and
numbers of the items in the
ecosystem. In a pond:

cattails 10
crayfish 32

bullheads 24
frogs 16
algae 1,750,652
water bugs 127

2. Create problems which in-
dicate either multiplication
of the plant and anima'
population or id crease of
the population.
a. On a warm day the algae
multiplied and 2,220,443
new algae were le. How
many do you ha Low?
What will this LL to the
pond?
b. Twelve frogs laid eggs.
Of all the eggs laid 7 from
each frog grew into.taLd-
poles and young frogs. How
many frogs are in the pond
(continued on reverse side)
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act Discipline Area

Subject

Mathematics

Multiplication

Problem Orientation Life Cycles Grade 3

SUGGESTED LEA VING EXPERIENCES

IIStudent-Centered in class
activity

. The student is given an

.:osystem to work with.
Give a detailed list and

lumbers of the items in the
cosystem. In a pond:

cattails 10
crayfish :2

bullheads 24
frogs 16
algae 1,750,652
water bugs 127

.. Create problems which in-
licate either multiplication
rf the plant and animal
population or decrease of
she population.
a. On a warm day the algae
multiplied and 2,220,443
new algae were made. How
many do you have now?
What will this do to the
pond?
b. Twelve frogs laid eggs.
Of all the eggs laid 7 from
each frog grew into tad-
poles and young frogs. how
many frogs are in the pond
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Have a.DNR representative
speak on the establishment
of a pond.
E. Visit a pond in the area
Do actual counting of mem-
bers in the pond.

a



Resource and Reference Materials I Continued and Additional Su gest

Publications:

Ecology.- Fresh. Waters and Man
at I-C-E RIIC

Ecolab Kit 21
SCIS Organisms 110 CA
SCIS Environments 110 LA
SCIS Life Cycles 110 BU

Audio-Visual:

"Nature's Ealf Acre" FM 210 at I
I-C-E RIIC .

"Life in a Pond" BAVI
"Life in zn Aquarium" BAVI

CommuAity:

DNR representative

I I. continued

b. now? What does this do to
c. The farmer sprayed his fie
bugs died. How many bugs were
do to the pond.

B. Play Web Game
1. Put the"names of members of
paper. You will need yarn.
2. Give the students each an i
(frog, water bug, etc) Then st
The yarn gets passed to sometn4
first member.
3. Continue passing until the
4. One member drops out,' What 'r
5. Discuss interpendence in an

ci
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cials Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

I. continued

4an b. now? What does this do to the pond?
c. The farmer sprayed his field with DDT. 96 of the
bugs died. How many bugs were left? What does this
do to the pond.

B. Play Web Game
1. Put the-names of members of the ecosystem onto
paper. You will need yarn.
2. Give the students each an identification card.
(frog, water bug, etc) Then start the yarn at one member
The yarn gets passed to something that affects the
first member.
3. Continue passing until the web develops.
4. One member drops.out, What happens?
5. Discuss interpendence in an ecosystem.
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C 3. Environmental factors are limit-
()

N -ing 'on the numbers of organisms
C
E
P
T

Discipline Area

Subject--

living within their influence, thus,
Problem Orientation

each environment has a carrying capacity.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
SUGGESTED LEARNII

Cognitive: The student
will show, by multiplica-
tion, the total number of
mice in three equal litter .

Affective: Ey applying
the principle of food con-
trol to .three other liv-
ing thi:igs the students
will denonstrate an un-
derstanding that each
environment has a
carr/ing capatity.

Skills to be Learned
1. Locating information

in an encyclopedia.
2. Basic multiplication

facts
3. Drawing inferences.

I. Student-Centered in crass
activity

A. Students use an ency-
clopedia to find the
average number of baby
mice per litter.
B. Using the above infor-
mation work the following
problems
1. How many babies will
one mother mouse have in
two differkkpirths?
2. How manliqi-abies will
two mother mice have in
two different births?

C. Discuss. What would
happen if the mice_pop-
ulation would increase
in this manner without
anything stopping them?
1. Would this be true
of any living thing?
2. What would prevent the
mice from multiplying so
rapidly?
3. What would happen to
the mice if they multiplied
so fast that they wouldn!t
have enough food?



.4

rs are limit-

organisms

Discipline Area

Subject--

Mathematics

Multiplication

afluence, thus, Problem Orientation Population Growth Grade

a carrying capacity.

3

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

L'S

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Students use an ency-
clopedia to find the
average number of baby
mice per litter.
B. Using the above infor-
mation work the following
problems
1. How many babies will
one mother mouse have in
two different births?
2. How many babies will
two mother mice have in
two different births?

C. Discuss. What would
happen if the mice pop-
ulation would increase
in this manner without
anything stopping them?
1. Would this be true
of any living thing?
2. What would prevent the
mice from multiplying so
rapidly?
3. What would happen to
the mice if they multiplied
so fast that they wouldn't
have enough food?

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Local fields (the habitat
of field mice)
B. Local farms (barns for
rats and mice)
C. Relate to Science class
where they raise mice, gerbals
etc.



Continued and Additional Suested Learnin.Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

190 Kit Kimball, Richard, 1971
Too Many People, I-C-E RMC

Ecology - Research in Science

I -C -E RMC 1969
Ecology - McCue, George 130 Mc
-I-C-E

Audio-Visual:
Pet Gerbals
McGraw Hill Study Pictures
a. "Animal Disguises"
b. "Pond-Life"
c. "Animal Babies"
I-C-E RMC No. K-19

Community:

1. Have falmer come in to
discuss the damage done on
farms by rats-and mice.
2. Have science student show
live mice and rats to pupils
so they recognize them.
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C 4.An adequatesupplpure
0
V water is essential for life.
C

P
T

Discipline Area

Subject

Mathemat-

Numerati

Problem Orientation Water Co'

BEHAN.;IORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERT

Cognitive: The student
will tabulate numbers and
record the amount of water
needed for daily living.

Affective: The student
will demonstrate a con-
sciousness that water
needs to be conserved for
the future by showing how
water is used.

Skills to be Learned
Observation
Counting
Discussion
Listing
Tabulating

I. Student-Centered in class
activity°

A. The student will count
and record the number of
times he uses water in a
day by measuring it in
standard measurement.
1. Water used for drink-
ing.
2. Water used for washing.

and bathing, tooth brush-
ing, etc.
3. Water used in laundering
4. Water used in washing
dishes and cleaning home.
5. Amount used in other ways
by child.

B. He will make a chart show-
ing amount of water used daily
weekly and monthly by an in-
dividual in cups.
C. Make chart showing where
water comes from.
D. After discussing how water
could be saved, have child
record and compare the amount
of water used in brushing teeth
at the beginning of the ac-
tivity with amount used after

Outsi
Commu

A. Trip
ment to
is used
B. Have
conserva
and demo
water.
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Mathematics

Numeration

Problem Orientation Water Consumption Grade 3

ORAL OBJECTIVES

The student
to numbers and
amount of water
daily living.

The student
crate a con-
'chat water
.conserved for
.)17 show: how

Learned

uate supply of pure Discipline Area

s essential for life. Subject

mat'

ati

C

PERI

atsi

:ip
to
;ed
we
:rya
Dam

ued

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The student will count
and record the number of
times he uses water in a
day by measuring it in
standard measurement.
1. Water used for drink-
ing.
2. Water used for washing.

and bathing, tooth brush-
ing, etc.
3. Water used in laundering
4. Water used in washing
dishes and cleaning home.
5. Amount used in other ways
by child.

B. He will make a chart show-
ing amount of water used daily
weekly and monthly by'an in-
dividual in cups.
C. Make chart showing where
water comes from.
D. After discussing how water
could be saved, have child
record and compare the amount
of water used in brushing teeth
at the beginning of the ac-
tivity with amount used after (

I. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Trip to local water depart-
ment to learn about how water
is used by the community.
B. Have representative of
conservation department talk
and demonstrate ways to save
water.

ontinued on reverse side)



Resource and Reference Materials
I Continued and Additional Su ested

Publications: continued
Running Water at I-C-E RMC
120 MA 5 D. Class discussion on conserving
Story of Water Supply ( Free in
quantities of 35) (comic book
type)
Menasha Electric and Water
Utilities
P.O. Box 340
Menasha, Wisconsin

Audio - Visual:

City Water Supply $2.00

Water $2.00 BAVI
Water Pollution $2.00
BAVI

Community:

City Water. Department
Conservation Department

'1

a
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I. continued

D. Class discussion on conserving water.

I -C -E RMC

apply ( Free in
) (comic book

and Water
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$2.00

?2.00
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C _5. An adequate st2]eplzof'gl.ean
Disciplipe Area0

N _air is essential because most Subject Ve
C
E organisms depend on oxygen, through Problem Orientation
P
T respiration, to release the energy

in their food.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNIN

Cognitive: The student will
construct a simple verti-
cal bar graph and through
comparison be able to
select the greatest offen-
der in iroducing suspended
particles.

Affective: In a dis-
cussion the student
will voluntarily sug-
gest that something must
be done about the prob-
lem of Euspended parti-
cles.

Skills to be Learned

1. Vertical bar graphs
2. Comparison
3. Drawing inferences

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Suspended Partic:Is
1. Teacher construct a set
of six simple vertical bar
graphs, numbering each from
0-50, on a master ditto and
run off one for each stu-
dent.
2. Have students fill in with
color and label each of .the
graphs using the following
title, terms and numbers.
Suspended Particles
a. Industrial 45%
b. Power Plants 28%
c. Refuse disposal 9 %
d. Residential 6
e Industrial process 5%
f Transportation 7%

i-ercentage symbols
are given for teacher bene-
fit only. Not to be used
on graphs.
3. Teacher may have to ex-
plain the above terms.
(continued on reverse side)



n adequate supplyofclean Discipline Area

is essential, because most Subject .
nisms depend on oxygen, through

iration release the energy

heir food.

Mathcamatics

Vertical bar graphs and comparison

Problem Orientation Air pollution Grade 3

AVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

: The student will
a simple verti-

graph and through
on be able to
ne greatest offen-
roducing suspended

In a dis-
he student
intarily sug-
something must

about the prob-
cispended parti-

) be Learned

:al bar graphs
!ison
ig inferences/

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Suspended Particles
1. Teacher construct a set
of six simple vertical bar
graphs, numbering each from
0-50, on a master ditto and
run off one for each stu-
dent.
2. Have students fill in with
color and label each of the
graphs using the following
title, terms and numbers.
Suspended Particles
a. Industrial 45%
b. Power Plants 28%
c. Refuse disposal 9 %
d. Residential 6 %
e Industrial process 5%
f Transportation 7%

The percentage symbols
are given for teacher bene-
fit only. Not to be used
on graphs.

3. Teacher may have to ex-
plain the above terms.
(continued on reverse, side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Observation of vehicles
on streets and.highways
B. Invite city engineer to
explain what is being done to
control suspended particles.
Have students check filters
in air conditioners or fur-
naces in their own homes to
see the amount of suspended
particle accumulation that
is filtered in their own
homes.



Resourde and Reference Materials

Publications:

Pollution - Problems Projects
Wisconsin Dept. of public in-
struction
I-C-E RNC
Carr, Donald E. The Breath of
Life Norton 1965
"MiElesota air quality Regulation"
Metro Clean Air Committee
1829 Portland Avenue
Ninneapolis, Minnesota
I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual:

Teacher prepare a number.
of graph on transparencies

to show and use for discussion
about the use of graphs.

Communily:

City Ensineer
Sites of Local industry
Streets and highways (vehicle
observation)
DNR official to discuss effects
of pesticides on bird and
animal 1 ife

(
Continued andt.Additional Suggested Learning __E

I. continued
4. After graphs have been filled in have s
comparisons. Examples follow:

a. Which produces the most amount of sus
Iles.
b. Which produces the least amount of su
particles.
c. Use questions involving greater than

5. Discuss briefly the harm to life caused
ed particles.
6. Discuss what might be done to reduce th
suspended particles and explain what is be
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I. continued
4. After graphs have been filled in have students make
comparisons. Examples follow:

a. Which produces the most amount of suspended parti-
cles.
b. Which produces the least amount of suspendea
particles.

Use questions involving greater than and less than.
5. Discuss briefly the harm to life caused by suspend-
ed particles.
6. Discuss what might be done to reduce the amount of
suspended particles an& explain what is being done.
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6. Natural resources are not Discipline Area

equally distributed over the earth Subject

Mathematic

Problem Sol

or over time and greatly affect the Problem Orientation- Resource

geocraphic conditions and quality of

life.

BEFAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
I

Cognitive: Given a sec-
tion of land with the amount

.

of natural resources it con-
tains the students will cal-
culate the amount of time
before resources are con-

,sumed.

Affective: The student
N will become aware, through

i

m computating that our re-m
H sources eo not come from
0
1

an enctlaEs supply:
0
N

I
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H
H
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Skills tc be Learned
Basic Con putations
Problem Solving

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIEN

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Find out if every person
uses five gallons of oil in
one day, in a town of 100
people.
1. How long would it take
to use the oil in a well
that contains 4,000 gal-
lons of oil.
2. 5,000 gallons.
3. 6,000 gallons.

B. If the people in the
town of 100 people each use
30 gallons of water per day.
1. how long will 6,000 gal-
lons last?
2. 9,000 gallons?
3. 12,000 gallons?

C. If a lake contains 14001bs.
of fish and each of 100 per-
sons eats 2 lbs. of fish a
week. how long will the fish
supply last?

II. Outsid
Commun

A. Speake
explain a
program.

1. What
things w
a. fish
b. phea
c. deer

a

t
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iral resources are not Discipline Area

I distributed over the earth Subject

time and greatly affect the Problem Orientation Resource Use

phic conditions and quality of

Mathematics

Problem Solving .

EORAL OBJECTIVES

Given a sec-
i with the amount
resources it con
:udents will cal-
mount of time
trces are con-

The student
aware, through
that our re.-
.ot come from
upply:

Learned
ations
ing

Grade 3

SUGGESTED LEARNING-EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Find out if every person
uses five gallons of oil in
one day, in a town of 100
people.
1. How long would . take
to use the oil in a well
that contains 4,000 gal-
lons of oil.
2. 5,000 gallons.
3. 6,000 gallons.

B. If the people in tne
town of 100 people each use
30 gallons of water per day.
1. how long will 6,000 gal-
lons last?
2. 9,000 gallons?
3. 12,000 gallons?

C. If a lake contains 14001bs.
of fish and each of 100 per-
sons eats 2 lbs. of fish a
week. how long will the fish
supply last?

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Speaker from the DNR to
explain a resource stocking
program.

.1. What would happen if some
things were not restored.
a. fish
b. pheasants
c. deer (re-routed)



Resource and Reference Materials

PubliCaticns:

170 American Petroleum Institute
1968
PC Conserving our Waters and
Cleaning the Air. I-C-E RI4C

Audio-Vistal:

"American Petroleum
Institute" 1965
8"Consrvation: A picture
discus or Kit"
I-C-E PMC

Community:

DNR representative

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning_
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C 7.
Fact.eras_udaisf_aailit.atdng._._

1 0
N transpertation, economic conditions,
C -

E population growth, and increased
P
T leisure time have a great influence

Discipline Area Mathema

Subject Arithmet

Problem' Orientation PopUla

on charges in land use and centers of population density.

I Cognitive:w After being
given a class sheet per-°.

t taming tc population, the
H students compute the pop-
-1-1; ulation gain for each state
o, from the years 1960-1975.Ti

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

0

04

In

0
0
1

rn
In

H
H
H
cu
r4

ri

Affective: By observing
and discussing the results
of the worksheet the stu-
dents will realize some of
the factors leading to and
problems with population
growth.

Skills to be Learned

Arithmetic computation
skills: aedition and
subtracticn
borrowing

m Comparing size of num-
bers
Analyzing data

bution

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPE
I. Student- Centered in class

activity

A. Population sheet
Teacher hand out sheet to
students. Students compute
the population gain for each
state. A few problems
could be done on board as
examples.

B. Other questions tho teach-
er could have the students
answer are as follows:
1'. Which state had the most
population in 1960? the
least?
2. Most in 1975? least in
1975?
3. Which state's population
increased the most? the
least?
4. Did any state's popula-
tion drop? Which one?
5. How much population gain
did we have in Wisconsin?
6. List in order from

.

largest to amallest the
10 states that had the big-
gest population increase.
(continued on reverse side)
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Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject Arithmetic Computation

Problem Orientation Population distri- Grade
bution and growth

land use and centers of population density,

JECTIVES

being
et per -
tion, the
the pop-
aach state
60-1975.

serving
e results
;he stu-
- some of
ng to and
elation

ned

ation
nd
Ang

num-

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Popu2ation sheet
Teacher hand out sheet to
students. Students compute
the population gain for each
state. A few problems
could be done on board as
examples.

B. Other questions the teach-
er could have the students
answer are as follows:
1. Which state had the most
population in 1960? the
least?
2. Most in 1975? least in
1973?
3. Which state's population
increased, the most? the
least? .

4. Did any state's popula-
tion drop? Which one?
5. How much population gain
did we have in Wisconsin?
6. List in order from
largest to amallest the
10 states that had the big-
gest population increase.
(continued on reverse side)

3

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. The students could be
given two state maps for
different years. From the
maps they could be asked to
calculate population in-
creases or decreases for
certain cities.
B. Have the city's mayor,
or some city official, give
a talk on the city's his-
tory concerning such points
as: population, land use,
schools, parking lots,
shopping centers, etc.
C. Have the school principal
discuss the origin of the
school as pertaining to
population growth.



Resource and Reference Materials!

Publications:

"Population Growth and America's;
Future" U.S. Government Printing
Office

Audio-Visual:

1581 " Population Patterns in the'
U.S." (11 min); 1961 BAVI
6937 "Population Problem U.S.A.
Seeds of Change" (30 min)
1967 BAV1

Community :

Talk by city official

Continued and Additional Suggested L

I. continued
7. Name some reasons why a states
have increased.

POPULATION SHEET
State 1960

Population

Alabama 3,267,000
Alaska 226,000
Arizona 1,302,000
Arkansas 1,786,000-
California 15,717,000
Colorado 1,754,000
Connecticut 2,535,000
Delaware 446,000
Florida 4,952,000
Georgia 3,943,000
Hawaii 633,000
Idaho 667,000
Illinois 10,081,000
Indiana 4,662,000
Iowa 2,758,000
Kansas 2,179,000
Kentucky 3,038-,000
Louisiana 3,257,000
Maine 969,000
Maryland 3,101,000
Massachusetts 5,149,000
Michigan 7,823,000
Minnesota 3,414,000
MisSissippi 2,178,000
Missouri 4,320,000
Montana 675,000
Nebraska 1,411,000
(continued on next page)

1

Popul

3,922,0
328,0

2,126,0
2,184,0

24,129,0
2,340,0
3,397,0

617,0
7,720,0
5,142,0(

812,0(
760,0(

11,840,0(
5,417,0C
2,807,0C
2,397,0C
3,400,00
4,162,00

1,031,00
4,359,00
5,842,00
9,259,00
3,905,00
2,560,00
4,870,00
764,00

1,538,00
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Continued and Additional StOgested Learning Experiences
y,c.:

I. continued
7. Name some reasons why a states population could
have increased.

POPULATION SHEEm
State 1960 1975 Pciiiulation Gain

Populatiwi Population 1960-1975

Alabama 3,267,000 3,922,000
Alaska 226,000 328,000
Arizona 1,302,000 2,126,000
Arkansas 1,786,000 2,184,000
California 15,717,000 24,129,000
Colorado 1,754;000 2,340,000
Connecticut 2,535,000 3,397,000
Del,lware 446,000 617,000
Florida 4,952,000 7,720,000
Georgia 3,943,000 5,142,000
Hawaii 633,000 812,000
Idaho 667,000 760,000
Illinois 10,081,000 11,840,000
Indiana 4,662',000 5,417,000
Iowa 2,758,000 2,807,000
Kansas 2,179,000 2,397,000
Kentucky
Louisiana

3,038,000
3,257,000

3,400,000
4,162,000

Maine 969,000 1,031,000
Maryland 3,101,000 4,359,000
Massachusetts 5,149,000 5,842,000
Michigan 7,823,000 9,259,000
Minnesota 3,414,000 3,905,000
Misissippi 2,178,000 2,560,000
Missouri 4,320,000 4,870,000
Montana 675,000 764,000
Nebraska 1,411,000 1,538,000
(continued on next page)



POPULATION ShEET

1960

(Continued)

1975

State Population Population

Nevada 285,000 632,000
New Hampshire 607,000 800,000
New Jersey 6,067,000 8,156,00,0
New Mexico 951,000 1,215,000
New York 16,782,000 20,450,000
forth Carolina 4,556,000 5,596,000
North Dakota 632,000 677,000
Ohio 9,706,000 11,461,000
Oklahoma 2,328,000 2,655,000
Oregon 1,769,000 2,239,000
Pennsylvania 11,319,000 12,141,000
Rhode Island 859,000 959,000
South Carolina 2,383,000 2,865,000
South Dakota 681,000 702,000
Tennessee 3,567,000 4,345,000
Texas 9.580,000 12,482,000
Utah 891,000 1,207,000
Vermont 390,000 441,000
Virginia 3,967,000 5,243,000
V.ashingtcn 2,853,000 3,304,000
West Vircinia 1,860,000 1,755,000
Wisconsir 3,952,000 4,557,000
Wyoming 330,000 354,000
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POPULATION SHEET

1960
Population

(Continued)

1975 Population Gain
Population 1960-1975

285,000 632,000
607,000 800,000

6,067,000 8,156,000
951,000 1,215,000

16,782,000 20,450,000
4,556,000 5,596,000

632,000 677,000
9,706,000 11,461,000
2,328,000 2,655,000
1,769,000 2,239,000

11,319,000 12,141,000
859,000 959,000

2,383,000 2,865,000
681,000 702,000,

3,567,000 4,345,000
9.580,000 12,482,000

891,000 1,207,000
390,000 441,000

3,967,000 5,243,000
2,853,000 3,304,000
1,860,000 1,755,000
3,952,000 4,557,000
330,000 354,000
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C 8. Cultural, economic, social,
0
N and political factors determine
C-
E status of man's values and atti-

T tudeg toward his environment.

BEEAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Discipline Area Mathematics_

Subject Charts and Tabu

Problem Orientation Noise Pollut

Cognitive: The student
will detect man's-monetary
values and attitudes toward
ids environment by tabula-
ting a poll chart.

Affective: The student
will actively participate
in composing a letter to
a manufacturer offering
some ccncrete suggestions
based vspon conclusions
irawn from the poll chart.

Skills to be Learned

1. Cho its
2. Talulations
3. Drawing influences
4. Drawiri conclusions

Polling

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENC'
I. Student-Centered in class

activity

A. Make plans to poll two
mothers per pupil and plan
so there will be no duplica-
tion of households. Use these
questions or a set of your
own that would be relevant to
your Community.
1. Would you be willing to
pay $99.00 for a less noisy
vacuum cleaner if the same
model, :but noiser was availa-
ble for $90.00?
2. Would you be willing to
pay $1.25 more for a less
noisy hair dryer?
3. Would you be willing
to pay $5.00 more for a
less noisy lawn mower?

B. Tabulate your results on
a chart recording yes;no,'
and undecided responses.
C. If you can come to any
conclusions that might in-
fluence a manufacturer, have
pupils com,?use a letter ex-
plaining what you have done
and offer some concrete sug-
gestions to him for future (co

II. Outside
Communit

A. Poll loc
electric app
for .the kind
purchased li
appliances t
ed in the ch
B. Make tape
various nois
eluding thos
1. Compare
using great
than, and e
tions.

itinued on rev



economic, social,
Discipline Area .MatheMatics

1 factors determine Subject Chart& and Tabulation

values and atti-

his environment.

Problem Orientation Noise Pollution Grade

OBJECTIVES

Student
I's monetary
Ludes toward
by- -tabula=
rt:

a student
artidipate
!_etter to
Dffering

24getions
:unions
)611 chart.

ences
USions

SUGGE TED LEARNING EXPERIENCES-
I-. Student-Centered in class

activity

A. Make planS to poll two
mothers per pupil an_d plan
so there will be no- duplica-tion of households. Use these
questions or a set of your
own that would be relevant to
your community.
1. Would you be willing to
pay $99.00 for a less noisy
vacuum cleaner if the same
model, :but noiser was availa-
ble for $90.00?
2. Would you be willing to
pay $1.25 more for a less
noisy hair dryer?
3- Would you be willing
to pay $5.00 more for a
less noisy lawn mower?

B. Tabulate your results on
a chart recording yes;no,'
and undecided responses.
C. If you can come to 'any
conclusions that might in-
fluende a manufacturer, have'pupils compose a letter ex-
plaining what you have done
and offer some concrete sug-
gestions to him for future (coltinued on reverse side)

II. Outside :resource -and.
Community Activities

-A. Poll ldaal _hardware or
electric appliance dealers
-for the= kinds= of appliances_
puichased limiting the
appliandeS to the' 3- mention-
ed- in the-- chart.
B: . Make tape- recordings= Of
Various_ noise ProduCerS-

thoSe in the Chart.
1.!Compare noise output
using- greater'- than,_
than-, and eqiial to, cpie.A.-
tions.



apt

a

Resource _and- Reference NaterialS
Publicaitons:
Sound ark- Silence VF I-C-E RIC
Noise Pollution O'Donnell and
Lavaroni, Addison and WeSley

Awl io-Vi:sual:
1 755u Ncise (film), color
10 min." 4475 BAVI 1970
3973 Noise is Pollution,_Too
(film) 12 min; $5.75 -BAVI
Magazine pictures of noise
producers.

Community:
tocal.library--fOr'-othgr pub-lications -on- noise.:pollution.-
COUntY--or. City nurse to- diScusg-effectsf of noise -pollution -onhearing.

,

. ,COritintied and Additional Stiqeste_cl-

I._ Coritinued
C. production plans.
D. Have city or county nurse tall;of noise pollution on hearing.

Sounds in our Environment
Keep a record and compare

IhdoOrS
No of

'What. prOdOoed Sound soundthe Sound _ , Description- heard

(E

Outdoors

1. -Using_ this same oUtline,_ 46-16tit
night and- listen' for 15 .mitniteS. I
and 'compare: to_ sounds heata in the2. Do further- researdh -to learn hjt

functioriirig.
3. -bo some research -Ori the topic
and how it affects human beirigS-.- Isources of noise= pallttiah in your
Stiggestions tor _the eiimiriatiori of
be- harMful.



Materials Continued and Additional - Suggested Learning Experiences_

-C-=E
Al and
401ey

)r

:Too
I-
se-

oub-tion.
discuss
on on

I. Continued
C. production plans.
D. -HaVe city or county nurse talk about the effeots
of noise ,pollutiori on hearing.

Sounds t in our Environment (Resource Sheet)
Keep= record And abmpaie -(l5 min.)

Indoors Was it
No of times loud Pleasant

What pkoduced ,_Sound = sound- WAS,. Or or
the sound Description heard Soft?unpleasant

Otitdo5rs

1. 'Using- thi0- same outline, -go ObtSide- your- _hoirie at
night and listen -for 15-_Minutes_. Record your findings
and -coinpare to. sounds heard in-,the- daytime-.
_2-. Do further research- to, learn -how Sounds -Affect the
body's-functioning:
3. ,Do Some- reSeareh-on- the -topic- Of "Noise- pollution"
and -hoW- it affects human = beings. Identify the !main_
sources -noise___pollution in -your community: -Make-
StiggeStiong, for the eliinination of -noises_ -Which- may
'be -harinful'..
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c 9.. Ilth has; -the _ability to, -manage_ii
_

_

N ancI,Change:hi bri=:

E -virbr.ment._
p

Discipline Area

Bubjedt

Problem Orienta

h

ula

:j HAVIORA -L OBJECTIVES
Cognitive: .The student
will be able to compare the
amount _tf litter in _cliffer-
ent environments- by counting`-
the riiimber of pieces of
ter in eaCh environment.

Affective: The students
will reE lize that by
tering he adversely affects
and char.ges. his environment.-

Skills to be_ Learned.
Counting_
Tabulation with fraCtionb
-Coin-pi-ling -data-

- -SiladEsTED__t
Student- Centered in Olas
activity

A.- 'Each :student Will count
the. piebee -of litter in- th-
classroom-,_ -sChool - yard; -an
s chOo
1. 'Wirth the above
tiOn the Student -wil -1 mak
liSt of- -the different -typ
of litter, the number -of
piedeSI,Of each -The stude
will ,itiakei a- -Circle and rdi.
the circle into Section8._=
section Will_ repteSent-_-a
type_ of litter the stUdezi
fdund. The sections :shbulc
vary in- :according to
the number of piecesi Of e-
type of litter -the stUden
found-.

-B-. The- StildentS- Will tabul
by-rooms the- athoUnt -Of lit
in waste_ baskets"- Then- the
will -indicate -the amount of

-fOr eaCh;:grade.
C. Work. but these -prOblemS._
1. Most -Americans throw
_away abbut 5- pounds -of
trash a- -day.- How- -many pod
(continued on reverse .Side

abl
f

er
ath

e:
lizi
e al
ges.

O



n has the ability to manage,

ulate, and chan4e his en-

merit.

Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject Fractions

Problem Orieneation " Litter Grade ...3

14 AVIORAL 70BilatT_IVES
e: The student
'abl& to compare the
f litter in differ-,
rOnments by counting-ër Of pieces of
ach environinent.

e: The Students
lize that by
e adversely affects
ges. ñis 'enVironment.

a_beLearned_

n with fractions
g data

_S_DGGESTEb _LEA
I. Student-Centered in olass

activity
A. Each- -Student will dou_rit_
the pieces of litter in their
classroom, -sdhOo-1 yard, and-
-SdhOol- halls.

1._ -With the above infOrma=;
tiOn- the student _Make- a-
list ,Of the different types
Of litter-i- the riiimi.Jer-- Of.
pieces of each. 'The -student
will make a circle and divide
the dirdle- into sedtiOnS. Eadi
section will represent a
-type Of litter the -Students-
fOtind. The .seCtions- :should
vary in size according to
the -nuiriber of pieces Of each
type -Of litter, the Students
found._ _

B. The -students will tabulate
by rooms the amount of litter _

in waste _baSkett. Then they _

Will indicate: the -amount Of
litter tor each grade-.
C. -Work- Out- theSe- _problems-.
-1. Most Americans throw
away about 5 -pounds- of
-trash- a d4y. wow --many pOunda
(continued on reverse side):

II. Outside -Resourde: -and-
_Coirtmtinity AdtiVitieS-

A. The =Students Will take -a
litter count in. their ,OWn
yard and report to the
teacher on their 'findiriga.
43. Visit the school incin-

C,- Have a school custodian
describe -work and problems-
daused- by
D. _Have the City's 'direator
Of Public Works -give a talk
On the -problenia-HdaUsed by
litter in -=the. city.
E Also the teacher might
have the SdhoOlta-:principal
stop- in -and giVe- a quid
6anti-litter" plug.



Contintieci_ and Additional Sugg
Rest:mite_ and.,-iteference- -Materials
Publications:
100 MA Congressional Quarterly
1970
Mazi_1=S, Ccntrol of the Environment

to determine' hit survikral =so 'that
he dOear.'t lay WaSte t6planet.

Audio-Visual:
I-C=ERMC
5263 "Biology: Population
c'Ology" (color) (EBF) 1963

6878 "Lalid Betrayed" (color)
(10 min) BAVI

film "Ga.rbage"

Commuritiy: d

D'frO&toi of Public_ Works
Department of Natural -Re..
Sci-tirceS

(Continued)

I. is this- 5--dayS?-
2=. How- many pOundS of trash-
aiaay

Most Americansi use abo-ut,
-cant is -this in 4- -week? In
4._ how many cans ,doeb: a tam
5. Most AMericariS use about'
,Many ,bottles is this in 41W
6. One 11,-965 car pollutes tY1
:100 '-darS=. HOW :Many. 2965_ -Oa
much -as 45 1976-Oars?

-rn 1910, a faMily- of '6-per4-6 bottles -and- Cans_ a week.
'Keep track of- the riuMber o

fatily throws away -ifri 'orie- -We



Materials

arterly

uironment_
tval- to-- that

his---

L9-63-

lOr)

Continued and Additional Su

I. "(Contintied)
C.
1 is thit in 5- days' In 7- days?_ ,
2, How _Many ipounds of trash- _does a- family Of 6 throw-

-away ,a.da0
3, Most Americans use about 4 dant.* week. How many
cans is this in A -weeks' In '8 Weeks-?
4. -how -many :Cant- does a family f 6 us in a..Week-?5. :MOtt Americans tt&_-abOut 3 'bottles .a- week 1-1614:

-Many bottles is' this in 4 -weeks? In 8- WeekS;?-
6. One 1965 -car po11utes the -air as much as fik7e,
1970 cars. -How .Many: 1965. oars- =p-Ol-itite the -air as

_

mudh -At -45- 19.10Y -.Car?
7._ In. 1970 a family of -5 .pertont threw away about
-40.*bottlet aild-,Oans- a _Week.

keep- track of the -miiiiber o,f _bottles: and dans -youi
family thrOwt: away in One week:-

I

ested Learnin Ex eriendes
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C Ia. Short-term economic gains may
0
N pfcduce long-term environmental_

E 16E.ses.

T

LBMVIORAL OBJECTIVES'

Cognitive: The pupil
will construct a, graph on
a AA:anneigrapn snowing
the ."villains_" of water
pollution.

Affective: The- pupil

will suggest to his
parents some ways of
preveLting waste from
entering the water
strews.

Skills to be Learned

1. Construction of
flannelgraph.
2. Basic multiplication.
3. GroUping by fives.

-Discipline Are

Subject

Problem Orient

SUGGESTED

Shox

lice :

es

Student-rCent_ ered in old*
adtiVity

A. -of

1. Use flannelgraph to he
studentS to visualize f61
lowing numbers. Use squar
or rectangles of the same
size.
a. Industry - 65%
b. iyluniCipal 20%
C. Agriculture -- 15%
Notei stead of percen

symbols use one hundred- a
being the whole and one
square or rectangle to re

'present five parts of the
whole.
B. Have Students work the _

following problems culmina
ting with students placing
the correct nutber of squa
or rectangles On the flann
graph.
1. How many Squares will
needed to represent indus
try's part in water pol-
lution.
(continued on reirerse sid

HAVI

ye:

eitr

llai
pn.

ye:,

ggeS
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ing-
g th
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Short-term economic.gains may

ace 161'14-term, environmental

Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject Addition and/or Multiplication
and/or grouping,

Problem Orientation waste_andmater Grade 3

'control`

HAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

7-7-e": The Pupil
nttrUct .OiraPh -_on
eigx-aph shpwing=

llains" of water
on.

ve: The pupil

ggest to his
some ways of

ing waste from
g the water

be, Learned:

truction of
graph.
multiplication,

ping by fives.

SUGGESTED LEARN

I.- Student- Centered in class
activity

A. The Villains of Water-
Pollution
1. Use flannelgraph "to help
students to vitualize fol-
lowing numbers. Use squares
or rectangles of the Same
size.
a. Industry 65%
b. Municipal - 20%
c. Agriculture - 15%
Note: Instead of percent

symbols use one hundred as
being the whole and one
square or rectangle to re-
present five partt of the
whOlg.
B. Have students work the
following problems culmina-
ting with students placing
the correct number of squares
or rectangles on the flannel-
graph.
1. How many squares will be
needed to represent indut-
try's part in water pol-
lution.
(continued on reverse side)

NG EXPERIENCES

II. Outside Resource: and=
ComMunity Activities

A. Vitit a nearby stream
and teardh for signs of
water pollutiOn.
IL Invite city-health in-
spector to speak to the
class about local water
pollution.



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Runnihg Water :D-"C-E- 120- MA 5

RMC
The Fresh-Water RMC-

130=MC- 6

Pollution: A_HandbOok_for_Teach-
ers- inexpensive="paperback-frott_
Scholastic-Book SetViceS-
Air and' -Water Pol=lution,, _Gerald-
Leinwal6,- Washington_ Square Press,
1969,

Death' Of:Sweet-Water,- Don Carr,
Norton,: 1966
The Water, Lords-, Ralph Nader'S
Study Group, Grossman PubliSh,
19_71

2903 Water:Around- Us (22 min):
Movielct 1952--
WaterFemine- 54-min. Association-

600 Grand AVenue.,
Ridgefield, New- JerSey_07657
Problem with_Water_iS-People
(j0 mire McGraw Hill ConteMpor-
ary films, 330 West -42nd-Street,
New YOrk, NeW York 10018

Community:

DNR official
Water Disposal plant official
Paper Mill offidial (Pollution
expert)
Factory Pollution expert
County Ag. Extension agent

:Continued and Additional SUggestLJ

I. continued
2. How many squares represent Mu
term to students) part in water
3. How many squares will be need
culture's part in Water pollutio
4 What is the total number of p

C. Teacher note - make certain the
made tci appear as the "bad- buY"'. I
what we want and will buy. Some de
used for washing add pollutants to
fertiAizers that farmers use drain
and add wastes to water. These fig
those wastes that take okygen out
D. Teacher should mentiOn some of
people are trying to eliminate wat
not leave the children with a comp

Discuss effect6 of farming on p
to point out that cattle pollute 1
control over both the cattle .and h



ference Materials

-.EC-E.120 MA 5

hdboOk-for-Teach--
e paperback from
Services

ollution, Gerald
ngton Square Press,

Water, Don Carr,

, Ralph Nader's
ossman Publish,

nd Us (22 min)

min. Association
d Avenue.,
Jersey 07657
ter is People

Hill Contempor-
West 42nd Street,
ork 10018

plant official
cial (Pollution

on expert
nsion agent

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

I. continued
2. How many squares represent Municipal's (explain
term to students) part in water. pollution?
3c How mahy Squares will be needed to represent agrir
culture's part in water pollution?
4. What is- the total number of parts?

C. Teacher note - =make certaih,that.induStry is not
made to appear as the "bad buy". Ihdustry only makes
what we want and will buy. Some detergents, that are
used for washing add pollutants to water. Also certain
fertilizers that farmert use drain off the fields
and add-wastes to water. These figures representonly
those wastes that take oxygen out of the water.
D. -Teacher should mention some of the ways in which
people are trying to eliminate water pollution. (Do
not leave the children with a complete negative attitude.

DiScuss effect6 of farming on.pollutiOn. Be sure
to point rout that cattle polltite_less than man. Man has
control over both the cattle and himnself.



C 11. IndiVidual_acts, duplicated Discipline Area
0

Mathem

N or compounded, produce significant Subject Ordere

E environmental alterations over Problem Orientation :Qua

T time.

-BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

CognitiVe:
The learner

will graph the increased=
land use caused, by duplica-
tion of indivicualactiens.

Aftective: The learner
will propose ways of de-
creasing land tse.

Skills 'to be Learned

1. CoordiAlate ioints
2. Graphing
3. Subtraction
4. Interpretation

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXP

. Student-Centered in class II. 0
activity

A. You will work on the land
used when a Nomeis built.
1. The-homes in a w6oded.area
are sold_ in lots- of-2-ackes_

2. Set Up_ a table.
3. Introduce-a graph and-
ordinate points

Graph-the increase on the-
-do7ordinate graph-
5. Discuss What-happens to-
the-- forest as the- land is
gradually used up,

SiMulating_ an environmental
Change-.

1.-Give each student a
shoe-box or similar box -
stand up triangles from a
rig-a"jig to act as trees
2. Put_a block into the- box.'-
This is- a building. How many-
tre08 go?
3. Now introduce 3 or 4 bloc
How :zany trees go?

C. Car Census
1. Count the cars that pass
(continued on reverse side)-

A. V
deve

_ _are

B.Re
on

7



dUi5licated Discipline Area .Mathematics
- -

15rOduCe -Signifidant St ject Ordered Pairs

alterationS _over Problem Orientation 6ualitV. of Life Grade

SOGGBSTED LEA-111\11Np,

arner
rased
actions.

atner
Of de-

ed

L. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. YOu: will work on- the land
used calin a_ hone- is built.

1. The homes in a_ wooded area
are sold in lots of -2 acres
2._ Set up- a- table_.
3. Introduce -a graph and co,,
-ordinate -point

-Graph the increase on the-
co-ordinate graph-
5. Discuss what- happens to
the forest as the land_ is
-gradually used up.

B. Simulating :an -environmental
change.
I. Give each student a-
-Slide box or similar box
-stand up- triangles from

to act as -trees
Z. Put a block into -the b6x.
h-is is a building. HOW many

trees go?
3._ Now: intrOdUce 3 or 4 block
-How many trees go?

C..Car Census
-COunt the Oars that pass

(-Continued on reverse- side)-

u eoürcéand
Atiitté

A. Visit the of a housing
development to see ow -foreSts
are 'being; eaten -Up._
i3 .-Rea).-11Eft_ate .P6itOki tro- speak
6n land-development.

5,

-4-



Resource and Reference Materials Continued

PublicatiOns-:

:Ecology. the 'City_ Prpject, IrCrE_
RMC 110 Mc-

:CoMmutitiy _Planning Project

1-10GI

AudioViSudl
FS St :e- Urban toblOgy
-micro=-organisms- -ItAl'eonStruction
Site"
-Kt 4 -Man- i_=ri Environment3CE,M,
iititiet- are 'Diffeient -and. Alike"
BAVI
Planning _Our Cities- filMstrip- rent-
frot:= CUrrent Iiffairs -Filmt_
DiVisioh- of- Key ProduotiOnS. _

=527 MadiSon Avenue_
New York, NeW fork- 10022

Community.:

Real' Eta man
city =Planner

.

1,
and Addition

I. (continued)
C.
1. by the building
what would happen?
2. Graph results.
3. Discuss what h_ap
there a way tbis co
natural areas could
D. Use "Man- in His E

ial

-E

tic

ikc

3



ials I Continued and-Additional,Suggested Learning Experiences

-E

:tion

ike"

P rent

I. (Continued)

1. by the building in 10 minutes. If the number doubled-
what would- happen? If it tripled._
2. Graph reSu1ts.
3. Discuss. hat happenshappens- _when =an act is dUplidated. IS
there a way this could be stopped, or Changed so that
natural areas could be preSertied.

D. Use "Man in Enyironinent" GOO
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C 12., PriVt.te
0
N _garded -a -stewardship-- and- gilcYL1-1d

E nOt encrc-ach- upon __or_ violate the

T individual _right others.

BEHAVICRAL -OBJECTIVES-

Discipline Area
Subject

Math

Volti

Problem-Orientation Qu

oWnJ

-Ste,

up,

-*At

013,

le
:Ord

SUGGESTEDLLEARNING EX
=Cognitive: The learner will
measure and record the
volume_ Of various areas.

Affective:: 'The- learner
will tecciraMend _better
use of diffttent spaces.

Skills to be Learnedrj voltam
2. Measurinc,
3. Interpretation
4. Generalization

I. Student-,Centeteci in claSS
activity

Will be -wotking with _Vol-
mid and spade

1. Use- blockS arid count b roCkS
volthnè

_

needed.
2. Discuss the idea of SpaCeand- Uirig Space.
3. Try to kind- out the ,space
each petSoki, has at hOrrie. DiS-=
CuSs the that others *-
haVe for =space. Discuss 'rulesto allow for -personnel space.B. Use in Spade"- Simula.r.
tion GaMe_ Kt 4.
1. Use only the section On

_ ._Space:. iianual is very Clear.
2. You may try measurementif -posiible

C. Use Of space
Measure Off an area- in the

room and have a student at-
tempt to .exetoise in it..
2. IntrOdUce more petsonS intOthe area or introdude objectsinto the area. Disduss what
happens.
3. Discuss how putting thingsinto an area or on yOur prop'.
(continued on reverse side)

A.
in
me
B-re
C.
th

lea
bet

-s:

am

on
on



laza Bust Discipline Area

stewardship_and' chnind Subject

upon or violate the

c.ight of others:.

Mathematics

VoluMr,

Problem Orientation Quality:of Life Grade j
_ .

OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED- -LEARki-ING, EXPEitIENCES-

learner will I. Student!-Centered in =class
acti-vity:ord the

)45 areas. A.You Will be working with Voli-
unie ./.10 Spade
1. Use .blocks and count blOkS
and volume needed.
2. bison-Ss the idea of Space
and using space.
1 Try to :find out the Space
each person has at shOthe. Dis-
cuss the needs that .Others. -
have for spade. Discuss rules
to allow for personnel space.

B. Use "Rescue in Space" Simulat
tiOn Ganie Kt 4.
1. Use -only the section on
Space. Manual is Very clear.
2. 'you may try measurementif .

C. Use Of spade
Measure off an area in the

room and have a student at---
tempt to.exercise in it.
2. Introduce more persOns into
the area or intrOduCe Objects :
intO -the area. DiSOusa what
happens.
3. Discuss how putting things
into an area or on your ,prop
(continued on reverse side)

learner
better
ft spaces.

:!arned

ion

Outside Resource and'
COrnmUni-ty Activities

A. Have a person who has liVed
in both city and rural environ.,
1i-tents discuss the space
B. FHA person speak on hOuSing,
:requirements.
C. Go to a city street and see
the Space ,allowed each. Person.



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and Additional Suggested Learr
Publications::
Dr. Wang, mar arid _:HiEnVitoninent
160- Wa .Procee_dingS of conferenCe--
1 1224C

Our ManZMade,..:EriVironment _Book 7
RMC ]12C .O

Kimball, Rid ard; To) Many
PeoPle RMC 190 15i

Audio-Visual:

Corrith

Adraihistrator
eity planner

I. (cOntinued)
-C.

3. erty changes the way you can use
things others can do on it.
4. Where have you seen your rights E

by another' ithe of S-pade?



rehoe'katerials Continued and_Additional.Suggested Learning Experiences

His Environment
3 of conference

conment Book 7

Too _Many
190 Ki

I. (Continued)

3. -dity changes the way you Can use it or changes .the
things others can-do omit.
4. -Where haVe ybu_een_your right_endrbadhed-upon_

another's use of- space?



PROJECT I-C-E Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduoe or du T 7

Please fill in: In commenting on each episode used
Subject: form. Feel free to adapt it and add m

your critioues andicomments negative
Grade: hand Column, please rate- (poor, good,

make specific comments or Suggestions
Concept No. Used vidtd to help us= make this a more usab

. Behavioral Objectives
A. Cognitive:

. Suggeste Learn
A. In Class:

b. Outside 6 Community Activities:

SuggestedMaairiVierence-Klangls
(specific -suggestions & comments)

V.



'CT I -C-E Episode EValuation-Porm Oeprochide or duplidaie as needed)

In commenting on 4-jai-episode used -in your Class, 212iAliuse this
form." Feel Iree -to -adapt it and ",add-mope pageS Let-US-Anew-an
yotirdriticues "and comments negative and pbsitiVe. In the rert
-hand-column, please rate (poor, 'good ", ekcellent). each item. AlSo,
make speciiic,comments-or sugg'stions if posSible in te: space -pro-
vided- help us ,make this- a-r,creluSable_sUide* Thank

. Behavioral Cbjectives
A. Cognitive:

k Affective:

S i s Deve ope

. Suggeste Learn ng Experiences
A. In Class:-

.- Outs ammun ty ctivities:
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PREFACE-

"Oikus" for house, is the Creek origin of t.he terM-"etology'
-studies our house,-,,whatever-Or wherever it may .be. Like -an
expand-or contract to=fittany ranges -- natural and Man-Made.
envirorments, our tany-"houses" if me omit rancor and cite 1
tompleXities, Cut "oikuS' uSes,the insightS_olail-sUbiects,
.multidisciplinary program like ours necessarily= results:
a lOng_time, our program ranges K thrU 12. The enVironment
values. These values have their-origin in the ''oikusu=of .ou
mindS. Let-us leottie-taSters- of Otr=hoUse_by replacing the
with "i<OW-thyself--And-thine house,'

1. Written and designed by- your. fellow- teachers, this guide:.
to _fit tpprokiately into existing, logical. course- content
Each_page or episode afott plIggestiOns KnOwing_yout Stu
to adapt_or,adi5Oti limitless chances--are-here for your e
Many episodes are self contained=; StMe-operiMinded-,, still
developed -oVer-d-feW days.,

3. tiV these-60iSOdes, Abut -please pre-plan. _whyl Simply, n
and no curriculum-Will workAinless-viewed-in-the-dontekto

4. React to thisrguideicith-Soratch ideas and notes on the
5, After using an- epigodei fill_out the attached-Ovaluatioh

duplicate,_or-reqUestmore o t_ese Sen -t em -sin
We Sincerely want-your _reaations tr-sUggestions,negative=
evaluations are the,keV in telling us 'what works -and
the guides.
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ICE RMC isProject ICE Resource Materials Center serving al
school districts in CITKT, 8, and9775Tell the Project ICE.
resources. Cur address and phone number is on this guide's c
or call us for any materials or- help.
BAV1 is Bureau of Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 Universit

Madison, Wisconsin 53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).
Cognitive means a measurable mental skill, ability, or proc
Affective refers to student attitudes, values, and feelings
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PREFACE

is the Greek origin of the term "ecology". Environmental education

whatever or wherever it may be. Like an umbrella, our house can

to fit many ranges--natural and man-made. De can add quality to our

any 'if-louses" if Pwe =omit rancor and cite =long range gains, costs,, =and

"oikus" uses the insights of all subjects. 'Thus, a= rational, positive,

irogram like ours necessarily results. Also, since attitUdee grow_over

7ogram ranges K. thru 12. The environment mirrors our attitudes or

les,have their origin in the "oikus" of our collective and individual

yme masters of our houseby replacing the Greek adage of "Know thyself"

and thine house."

igned by your fellow -teachers, this. guide is A22212Etataa in nature--

ately into existing, logical course content.

isode offers suggestions. Knowing your students best, you decide wlhat

pt. Llmitless chances are here for your experimentation and usage.

re self contained, some open-minded, still others can be changed or

a fe0 days.
des, but please pre-plan. Why? Simply, no guide has all the ansWers,

um will work unless viewed in the context of your students.

uide with scratch ideas and notes on the episode pages.

episode, fill out the attached evaluation form in the back. Use,

equest more of these forms. Send them-Singly or collectively to us.

nt your reactions or suggestions -- negative -and poSitive. Your

thelkev in telling us 'what works" and in aiding our revisions of

ATIONS

act ICE Resource Materials Center serving all public and non-public

in an' 3, 8, and97-Wea the Project ICE Bibliography of available

ddress and phone number is on this guide's cover. Feel free to write

y materials or help.
of Audio Visual Instruction, 1327 University Ave we, P. G. Box 2093,

53701 (Phone: 608-262-1644).
a measurable mental skill, ability, or process based on factual data.

s to student attitudes, valdes, and feelings.
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C 1. Energy from the sun,. the basic

0
ig source .:Of. all energy., is donverted

C_

7E through -pIaht photosynthesis into a
-

T form_ all _living things_ can use far life processes

Oiscipline Area _

Subject

Problem Orientatioi

BEHAVIoRAL__OBACTIVES-
.

Cognitive: After collecting
data on the hights t. daytime
temperatures tOr given
days from December through
May and observing leaf
growth of a tree, the
student will write a para-
graph explaining the sun's
energy on plant growth.

Affective: The student

will- orally defend the
planting season of the
area.

Skills_td be Learned

1. Thermoneter reading
2. Observation and recording

-- -SUGGESTED LEAR

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The olasS will recOr&
temperatures at regular
intervals to ObserVe their
effect on leaf growth of
broadle-af tree-.
1. Measure outside tem-
perature and record daily
on a ohart from December
to May.
2. Another team will write
a monthly observation of th
leaf growth of a broadleaf
tree.
3. In May record the high-
est temperature for each
month onto a chart. Compare
this chart with the observa
tion of leaf growth.
4. With group discussion
make generalizations or the
relationship betmeen temper
ture and leaf growth.

B. Extend the graph interpre
tations to cover the summer
months. What does this in-
dicate about the sun's ener
on plant growth.
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sun, the basic Discipline Area Mathematics

qy, is converted Subject Charts and Reading Charts

osynthesis into a Pfoblem Orientation Sun's Energy Grade t

ing-sz Can use _for :life_ prodeSseS-

:TIVES

edting
aytime
n

.rough

para7
-1.1h4g
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nt

SUGGESTED LEARNING -EXPERIENCES:

g
cording

Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The class will record
temperatures at regular
intervals to observe their
effect -on leaf growth of
broadleaf tree,.
I. Measure outside tem-
perature and record daily
on a chart irom-December
to- May.
2. Another team will write
a monthly observation of the
leaf growth of a broadleaf
tree.
3. In May record the-high-
est temperature for each
month onto a chart. Compare
this chart with the observa-
tion of leaf growth.
4. With group discusSion
make generalizations on the
relationship between tempera-
ture and leaf growth.

B. Extend the *graph interpre-
tations to cover the summer
months. What does this in-
dicate about the sun's energy
on plant growth.

II. Outside Resdurce and
Community Activities

A. Record- the atmospheric
temperature fora week in early
Play. Go into a wooded -area _and
record the temperature during
the-same week.
At the end of May repeat the
process. Is there-a significant
difference? What would this
mean for the under growth in a
forest?



Resource Reference. -Materials i -COntinued= and Additional_ Suggested__Lea3

Conditiot Affecting Life-
MinnemaSt lInit 23: I -C -E. RHC
kiiii-CliMates Holt, Rinehart,
Winston I7C-E -RMC_ 120 Ma
Ecology Arretican Bost& Co.
300 Pike :Street
Cincinnati, ,Ohio

AUctiotVistal:
Ecology- Series__
NO. 1 -iIcaaw Hill Energy
RelatiOnSLipt -St§E -Set 1

Td4C-

Community:
Astronomei or
Planetaritm guide totalk on the sun.
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C 2. All liVirgorganism4_interact.

N
among:themselves,Andtheir,enViron=

E ment, forming an intricate unit

called_an,eCoSysteM,

To_isdiPline- Area

-Stbikat,

prObleM-Orientati

BEAAVIORPt OBJECTiVEB..=

_CemnitiVei The-Student
_Will-rbCord the inter-
adtiOn of faCtort_ndOeS-
sarY to _support -the life

two animals

Affective: The student
will recognize that
all living organisms
are interreleted to
each other.

Skills to be Learned

1.Listing of MemLers of
a set
2. Construction of
Venn Diagrans to fihd
intersection
3. Discerning an inter-
section of a set
4. Listing an inter-
section

:SU6GESTED -LEA

I. -Student=Centered-In .class.
_adtiVity,

A, Have dither actual ani-mals..materials pre
tenting-,ariimal habitats
available. StUdentS are
t0 -take two animals and

the--fact5rSimceS-,
sary for the life of
-each.

1. -Construct Venn -Diagrams
And plade the information
for each animal IntO the
circles
2. List
A. -Union of the sets
b. IntersectiOn of:the
set
c. Subsets

B. The students may repeat
the process using different
animals.
C. Compare the intersections
and find how animals relate
And how the interrelation
forms ecosystems.



.Inism4 interact.: Ddscipline Area

:Ind their enViron-

nitridate unit

m.

Stb4eat

Mathematics-

Sets-

Problem Orientation Ecosystem Grade 4

7TIVES

It

Life !..1

nt

s of

er

SUGGESTED_LEARNINGI:XPERIaiCES,',_

Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Have either actual ani-
mals or A.V. materials pre-
senting animal habitats
available. Students are
to take two animals and
list the factors mccs-
sary for the life of
each.
l. Construct Venn Diagrams
and place the information
for each animal into the
circles
2. List
a. Union of the sets
b. Intersection of the
sets,

c. Subsets
B. The students may repeat
the process using different
animals.
C. Compare the intersections
and find how animals relate
andylow the interrelation
forms ecosystems.

If. Outside keOottOe_ and-
-COmmtnitii

take4 field- trip- Z4doon
Strii:OtVenn_pialtaing:t0illus-
trate actual edosysteM:iptetter,
lation
B. CatOh an actual insect or
small animal and create an
ecosystem that will-SUpport
C. Invite z park or .recreational
facility planner :*io4k,--giake-i
With the students id-04 and
factors which go into-the-plant--
fling. of a park or teOreZtional
area'.
D. Simulate the planning of a
zoo facility. -T
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Resource_-and' Referende- MaterialS Continted-and Additional Su

Fublications4

Kgalagki748;LS:ffIJIlt104
Beriligert 86t Third Avenue
Netv-

Ride 13 0 4c 0
taoldgy Ainerican 'Ooojc..at
I -C -E -Suba#0174 Zadhatiah
bivind_Thip4E la and
Classtoom4At:innesotar-
MatheMatioa g rid Science=
Teaching Tkoject
Edolab -JO4nSen'.and:'Mann
Benefit- FrOS: Available
at- I -C -E K: 21 RMC

Audio -= Visual :
Ecological Systems :
Imperial Filt_Co:
4 filmstrips
World_ Of Aziiiials available
at -RMC

InIerrelatidhShipS .of:

SVE R0 -Films-; Miltvaukee

Urban Edordioiy: Six-Midroty?%-?.ms
(Filmstrip) IC-E RMC
Ecology, and Man- .Series No. 2
McGraw Hill available at I-C-E
Rne-
Natures Half: Acre Film N -210
I -C -E RMC

Pond Life BAVI $2.25

ested, Learnin
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3. Environmental factors are limiting

0
on the numbers of organisms living

C
E within their influencer thus, each

environment has a carrying capacity.

Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject 2,3,4 Digit 'Mu

Problem Orientation Limitation

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES_

Cognitive: The students
!will be ablc to- calculate
iby multiplication the num-
ber of orgahisms destroyed
by the construction of hood..
ling or industrial projects.

Affective: The student
will contriLute to sus-
taining the life of a
'living organism.

'Skills to he Learned

4. Measuring off square
yards
.2. Plant Identification
3. Multiplication of
12,3,4 digit numbrals
4. Recording Data

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIEW
II. Outs -id

Commun

A. Compar
of organi
field and
i.kaistria
factors.
B. If the
project i
to illust

I, Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will count organisms
in an open field.
1. Measure off a square foot
in an open field. Count the
number of each kind of or-
ganism within the square
yard.
2. Record on a chart.

B. Consult an industrial
planner or construction
Worker to find the size of
a given housing project in-
dustrial plant.
I. Then multiply the size
by the number of organisms
per square foot.
2. Record these results on
the chart.

C. Discuss the effects of
the plant and animal loss
on the total environment.
D. Propose a plan to replace
the lost plants and animals.



ors are limiting Discipline Area Mathematics

anisms living Subject 2,3,4 Digit Multiplication

thus, each Problem Orientation _Limitation of organisms ,Grade 4

tying_ capacity-.

7ES SUGGESTED_LEARNING,EXPERIENCES

.e
A. You will count organisms

ed in an open field.

oug
1. Measure off a square foot

l

ts in an open field. Count the
.

number -of each kind of or-
-ganitt-within the square
yard.
2_ Record on 'a chart.

B. Consult an industrial
plannet-6r construction
worker tä find-the size of
a given housing project in-
dustrial-plant.
1. Then-multiply the size
by the number of organisms
per square foot.
2. ecot these results on
the chart.

C. Discus the effects of
the plant and animal loss
on the total environment.
D. Propose a plan to replace
the lost plants and animals.

I. Student-entered in class
activity

II. Outside- Resource and
Community Activities

A. Compare and classify the kinds
of organisms found within an opc,n
field and in a. reSidential and/or
industrial arc,a. List limiting
factors.
B. If there is- a development
project in the area - take pictures
to illustrate before and after.



Resource 'and-Reference Materials

publications:

Community Planning, Handbook
100 Gi at I-C-E RMC

Living Things in Field and
Classroom 110 Subarsky at

I -C -B RMC

Mini-climates Holt,Rinehart
and Winston 120 Ma at
I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual:

Ecology and
McGraw Hill
St 9
No Room for
BAV1711.00

pHI_AvaAe2p2aTLna

liz,n Series No. 3
at I-C-E RMC

Wilderness

an *4. A)

The Ecological Crisis
Evolution and Extinction

K 14 I-C-EE RMC

Community:

Agricultural cr County
Agent.

Continued and Additional SuggestedlLeakni ter
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C 4. An adequate supply of pure
0
iQ water is' essential for life.

Discipline Area

Subject

Mathematics_

Measurement_ar.3

. Problem Orientation Pure Water

BEHAVIORI.L OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The student
will identify the rela.:-
tionship between the dia-
meter of a hose and the
quantity of water that
can pass throucil it.

Affective: The student
is conscious of the
limited water supply
and selects a h9se
in accordance with
the quantity needed.

Skills to be Learned
1. Linear Meastrement
2. Liquid Measurement

3. Collecting data
and making' a chart
4. Graphing. data

SUGGESTED LEARNINGEXPERIENCE

i. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will work with
various hose sizes.
1. Measure the diameter of
the hoses and label.
2. Attach the hose to a
tap and allow water to
flow (turned on full) for
10 seconds into a pail.
Use a stop watch or se-
cond hand to assure exact
timing.
3. Measure the amount cf
water collected and record.
4. Repeat the procesS for
each hose size.
5. Chart your information. ls-L. 500 Cu:.

6. Graph the information. next 9,500
B. If you collect water for over io
20 seconds from each dCes Service Char
tae-amount double? Test Minimum Mon
your answer by measurement.

II. OutS'ide
CommUnit

A. Examine
-pipes as.1 pa
giNing the
thickness
purpose for

Di4cus pip
bet:
B. Figure t
usage fok =t
using the r
Or use the
cipality



upP1V of pure

1 for life.

Discipline Area

Subject

Mathematics

Measurement and timing_

Problem Orientation Pure Water Supply,_.- Grade 4

JECTIVES

dent
'e la=

e eaia-
the

4-at

rit_
nt

_SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

.- Student- Centered in class
activity

A. You will .work with
various hose sizes.
1. Measure the diameter of
the hoses and label.
2. Attach the hose to a
tap and allow water to
flow (turned on full) ,for
10 seconds into a pail.
Use a stop watch or se-
cond hand to assure exact
timing.
3. Measure the amount of
Water collected and record.
4. Repeat the process for
each hose size.
5. Chart your information.
6. Graph the information.

B. If you collect water for
20 seconds from each does
the amount double? Test
your answer by measurement.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Examine and measure as many
pipes as possible.:Tiake a chart
giving the inside diameter,
thickness of wall, material, and
purpose for each pipe.

Discuss pipe sizes with a plum-
ber.
B. Figure the cost of water
usage for the school or a home
using the rates from the area.
Or use the scale from a muni-
cipality given,here:

Cost per 100 cu. ft.
1st 51 rm. ft.
next 9, 3 18
over 10,;00 12
Service Charge 60
Minimum Monthly charge $1.10



Resource dialeference Materials- Continued and Additional Su
Publications -:

Ecolab - Johnson and Mann Benefic
Tress r-C-E EMC Kit 21
Running_ Water Stechet, Wentworth
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
I -C -E RMC120 Ea 5

Water Life Science Library
Leopold 'end Davis
New York Time Inc.

Audio-Visual:

Water for _Tomorrow KDI
Instructional Systems 1870
MacKentie Drive
Columbus, Ohio $29.00
K 5 Aggradation and Degra-

dation Merrimac River
1-C-E RMC
City Water Supply BAVI
$2.00
Water BAVI $2.00
Water Pollution -BAVI

FS St I WoOds Educational
Filmstrips (Marine Pollution
Ereshwatet Pollution)ummunity:

Plumber
Health Inspector to speak
on water quality

ested Learning Exp
I4
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Materials Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
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C 5. An_adeguate_supply of_clean air is Discipline Akea
O
N essential-Lecause most organism0 Subject

--rnmptir-M-i-ot, -n
-t Of money.
E depend on oxygen, through respira- Problem- Orientation

Att=,.can
P

Mathematics

pollUteT tion, to release the energy in their- food.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The student
will compute and compare
cost of air pollution for
a given person in the U.S.

Affective: The student
will develop a conscious-
ness of the .cost of air
pollution an& write a
letter of concern to a
local polluter.

skills to be Learned

1. Idea of estimation
2. Addition and subtrac-
tion of Money
3. Problem sclving
4. graphs

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENC
Student-Centeted in class
activity

A. Give the students the fact
sheet of costs per person for
air pollution.
1. "Blailcb:an investigation
sheet using the statistics.

B. Discuss factors that
might introduce variations
to the cost per person.

II. Outside
Communi

A. Using f
from an ex
Then try t
residue is
B. Examine
a furnace.
filter in
Make genet
dust in th
filters.



;gate_ supply of clean air is Discipline Area

Lecause most organisms Subje'ct

Mathematics

11
11 and ra hin

of moneyoxygen, through respira- Problem Orientation
4,,

polluted-elease the energy in their food.

OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED. LEARNING EXPERIENCES
e student
and compare
llution for '
in the U.S.

student
conscious -

st of air
write a
ern to a

earned

mation
1 subtrac-

ting

. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Give the students the fact
sheet of costs per person for
air pollution.
I. 'Bniidan investigation
sheet using the statistics.

B. Discuss factors that
might introduce variations
to the cost per person.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Using filter paper, trap air
from an exhaust pipe of a car.
Then try to. find out what the
residde is made of.
B. Examine the air filter from
a furnace. If pcssible check the
filter in a week and a month.
Make generalizations on the
dust in the air and the need for
filters.



Resource ark: -*Reference Materials

Publications:

Man's ContrCi of_the Environment
100 MA I-C-1 RMC
Needed Clear_Air pamphlet from'
EPA 1 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois, 60606 ,

Smog Simulation Game at I-C-E
RMC sgl
Air Polluticn
pational Air Pollution Control
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville,- Laryland 20852

Audio-Visual:

Ecology and Man Series no. 3
McGraw Hill at I-C-E RMC
America's Urban Crisis
(Air Pollution Menace)
K-13 at 1-C-E RMC
FS St I Ward's Educational
Filmstrips (Atmospheric Con-
trol)
Air and Water Pollution
Scott Educational Division
Transparency Set 45
Box 391
Holyoke, Mess. 01040

CommUnity:

Statistics from a factory
in the area on the cost
of air pollution.

Continued and,i0ditiona1 Suggested Learning

Statistics to include on estimated cost of
per personr

Farming Loss $2.50
Human Health 2.00
Cleaning 2.00
Clothing- Replacement 2-.50
Soiling and DeteridratiOn 3.00
Corrosion 2.50
Maintenance 2.00
Property Devaluation 1.00

1. What is the total: cost per person?
2. How much- would air pollution cost if you
for 6 years and had to keep it looking good?
3. If you were a parent of 3 children, how it

your children lose on clothing in 1 year.
4. A farmer loses how much on corrosion of
used for 10 years.
5. Soil deterioration costs how much more th

Put this onto a simple bar graph to compare

cost 50' $1.00 $1.50 $2.00 $2.50 $3.
Farming
Health
Cleaning



Continued and:A.dditional Suggested Learning Experiences

ttatistics to include on estimated cost of air Pollution'
nment per person:

from Farming Loss $2.50
Human Health 2.00
Cleaning 2.00

-g Clothing Replacement 2.50
soilifiq and Deterioration 3.00
Corrosion _ 2.50

rot

3

Maintenance 2.00
Property Devaluation 1.00

1. What is the total cost per person?
2. HoW much would air pollution cost if you owned a house
for 6 years and had to keep it looking good?
3. If you were a parent of 3 children, how much would
your children lose on clothing in 1 year.
4. A farmer loses how much on corrosion of a plow if it is
used for 10 years.
5. Soil deterioration costs how much more than health?

Put this onto a simple bar graph to compare the cost

cost 50 $1.00 $1.50 $2.00 $2.50 $3.00
Farming
Health
Cleaning



C 6. Natural resources are not equally
0
N distributed ever the earth or over
C
E time, and greatly affect the geographic
P
T conditions and quality of life.

.BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: Given a set
of valuatle mineral
resources for twc states)
the students will list the
union and intersection.

Affective: The student
will develop a conscious-
ness of the distribution of
mineral resources.

Skills to be Learned

Tabulation of union of
sets
Tabulation of Intersection
of sets

Empty sets
Subsets
Use of Venn Diagrams

Discipline Area Mathematic

Subject 'Sets - Uni

Problem Orientation Mineral

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIEI

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Give the students the list of
mineral resources on reverse side.
B. After the worksheet is finished
discuss the. need for cocperation.
C. Find the intersection and compare
the area characteristics.
D. You can do a similar process
using rainfall statistics.

II. Outs
Comm

A. Go t
tural r
area.
1. Fin
amount.
2. Com
state
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resources are not equally Discipline Area Mathematics

ever the earth or over Subject Sets - Union - Intersection

eatly affect the geographic

and quality of life.

Problem Orientation Mineral 'Resources Grade

RAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES_

n a set
eral
we states)
11 list the
section.

student
conscious-
tribution of
as.

arned

lion of

ntersection

grams

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Give the students the list of
mineral resources on reverse side.
B. After the worksheet is finished
discuss the need for cocperation.
C. Find the intersection and compare
the area characteristics.
D. You can do a similar process
using rainfall statistics.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Go to the site of a na-
tural resource processing a
area.
1. Find out the production
amount.
2.'Compare this to other
state production :oounts.



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Investigating Men's World
Regional'StudieE
Scott Foresman RMC
World Resources Ginn- and Co.
940 Sa at I-C-E RMC
From Sea to Shininv Sea
Report on the Anerican En-
vironment
Washington D.C.
at I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual:

"Our Natural Resources"
color 11 min. BAVI

"Man Tlses and Changes the
Land BAVI'

K 28"Saving What's Left"
(Utilizing our Resources
Adding to our Resources)
I-C-E RiAC

Community:

The owner of acravel pit
or sand pit
DNR representative

Continued and Additional Suggested Lear

List of Mineral Resources

Wisconsin

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Michigan

Kansas

Sand*

Coal,

coal,

graVel, stone,

Petroleum, stO

cement, stone*

cement, stone, sand,

Iron,ore, cement, cop

Petroleum, natural ga
liquids,

Ohio coal, stone, lime, ce

South Dakota gold, Band, gravel,

Use Venn Diagrams
Tabulate the intersection and union.

1. Wisconsin and Illinois
2. Wisconsin and Michigan
3. Kansas and South Dakota

Tabulate intersection and union

1. Wiscondin and South Dakota
2. Wisconsin and Ohio
3. Wisconsin and Iowa
4. Wisconsin and Indiana
5. Wisconsin and Kansas

Cor

Li:

In

loss

Mic

Kan

Ohi

Sou

Use
Tab

1.
2.

3.

Tab

1. 1

2. 1

3. 1

4. 1

3.



Continued and Additional Sugested Learnin Ex etiences

List of Mineral Resources

Wisconsin Sand, gravel, stone, cement, zinc

Illinois Coal, Petroleum, stone, sane gravel

Indiana coal, cement, stone, petroleum

Iowa cement, stone, sand, gravel, gypsum

Michigan Iron ore, cement, copper, sane, gravel

Kansas Petroleum, natural gas, helium, natural gas
liquids!

Ohio coal, stone, lime, cement

South Pakota gold, dand, gravel, stone cement,.
Use Venn Diagrams
Tabulate the intersection and union,,

1. Wisconsin and Illinois
2. Wisconsin and Michigan
3. Kansas and South Dakota

Tabulate intersection and union

1. Wisconsin and South Dakota
2. Wisconsin and Ohio
3. Wisconsin and Iowa
4. Wisconsin and Indiana
3. Wisconsin and Kansas
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C 7...Factors stch as facilatweing
0
IJ transportaticn, economic conditions, Subject
C

Discipline Area Mathemati

Computgti

E population growth, and increased Problem Orientation PopulatP
T leisur3 time have a- great influence

on changes it land use and centers of population density.

BEHAVIORAL OBJICTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENC

Cognitive:
The student

will construct End com-
pare population tables
showing u.S. city and
rural population in
census years since 1900.

Affective: The student
will dev-lop and de-
fend his positicr on
the dangerous effects
of increasing ,pcpula-
tion on land use and
population density.

Skills to be Learned

Collecting Data
Organiing
Construcin4 Tables
Subtraction
Graphing
Making Judgements

. Student-Centered in class
Activity

A. Collect data from the Al-
manac or encyclopedia on ur-
ban and rural po:-Jations since
1900 (Use the' figures from each
census.
1. Make tables of the facts.
2. Find thettifference be-
tween rural and urban popula-
tions for each census. Then
graph the difference.

B. Discuss continuing increase
of population on
1. Land use
2. City growth
3. Resource usage

II. Ou
Co

A. In
plann
of re
10 ye
B. Us
Graph
parks
C. Us uder
acrea de-

on
Popul sots

ula-
196O and

Y.
62
64
66 ned
68
70
71

Cro

500:00
420,00
250,00
250,00
420,00
160,00

as

ec

wth,

.ave

lane

TIVE

dent
d cc
able
and'

in
e 19



:h as facilatating- Discipline Area

economic conditions, Subject

lath and increased

ave a great influence

Mathematics

Computation and graphing

Problem Orientation population shift Grade

land use and centers of population density.

;TINES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCLS

.dent
d com-
.ables
and

in
:e 1900.

:udent
de-

1 on
ects

and
:y.

med

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. Collect data from the Al-
manac or encyclopedia on ur-
ban and rural populations since
1900 (Use the figures from each
census.
1. Make tables of the facts.
2. Find the difference be-
tween rural and urban popula-
tions for each census. Then
graph the difference.

B. Discuss continuing increase
of population on
1. Land use
2. City growth
3. Resource usage

II. Outside Resource and
Communtiy Activities

A. Invite an assessor or City
planner who can show the expansion
of residential area over the past
10 years. Map out this change.
B. Using data from EQ Index.
Graph the pressureson
parks.
C. Using the EQ Index graph the
acreage of cropland that is lost.

Population data

1960
to
-- 1970 Millions of people

62 90
64 120
66 150
68 160
70 180
71 200

Cropland.

500,000 acres More Parks
420,000 " Flood control
250,000 " Wildlife refuge
250,000 " Recreational area
420,000 " Urban develcoment
160,000 " Airport & Highways



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Mini-Climates - at I-C-E 120 Ma
1971 EQ Index -* National Wild-
lifeldagazine I-C-E RMC V.F.

Ecology- the Citi Benziger
I-C-E RMC 130 Me 10
"Man's Control of the Environ-
ment" Congressional Quarterly
I-C-E RMC 100 Me

Audio-Visual:

The Ecological Crisis SVE K-13
at I-C-E RMC
Population Explosion part 5
New York Times I-C-E RMC
3849 Expanding City
15 min. $2.00 BbVI
Kit 13 America's Urban
Crisis (The Housing
crisis - The Transpor-
tation Crisis)

Community:

Local Realator
Assessor
Sanitary Department Official

Continued and Additional Suggested Learninc E



Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences



IC 8. Cultural, economic, social,
0
N and political factors determine
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Discipline Area Mathema

Subject- Compari
C.
E status of man's values and attitudes Problem Orientation
P
T toward his environment.

Atti
env

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: Given a
questionRire, tie learner
will collect ani compare
data on tau use of envir-
onment for recreation.

Affective: The student
will support positive

tifa of the edvicohintnt

for. recreation.

Skills to be Learned

Recording data on a

Comparison by sub-
traction

eneralizing from

ata

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will survey use of re-
creational facilities
1. Prepare and distribute
a questionaire on use of the

environment for recreation.
(sample on reverse side)
2: Put -the data onto the
table.
3. Find the difference be-
tween the positive and ne-
gative4 response for each age
group.
4. Find the difference be
tween age group responses
to the questions.
5. Using the data and the
figures from subtraction,
write a summary statement
on the change in attitude
and use of environment for
for recreational purposes.

II. 0
C

A. P
picn
to a
B. H
and
near
C. U
cost
fami
D. r
bein
your
park



onomic, social, Discipline Area Mathematics

actors determine Subject

values and attitudes

ronment.

Comparison by Subtraction

Problem Orientation Attitude- toward
environment

Grade

IVES

a
learner
ompare
envir-

ion.

dent
ive

ment

ed

SUGGESTED LEAPNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. You will survey use of re-
creational facilities
1. Prepare and distribute
a questionaire on use of the

environment for recreation.
(sample on reverse side)
2. Put -the data onto the
table.
3. Find the difference be-
tween the positive and ne-
gative response for each age
group.
4. Find the difference be-
tween age group responses
to the questions.
5. Using the data and the
figures from subtraction,
write a summary statement
on the change in attitude
and use of environment for
for recreational purposes.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Plan the food needed for a
picnic lunch for the class and go
to a nearby wayside or park.
B. Have a person from the Park
and Recreation Commission of a
nearby city speak to the class.
C. Using a catalog calculate the
cost of camping equipment for a
fahily of 5.
D. Find out the amount of money
being spent on local parks in
your area, state parks, national
parks.



Resource and Reference Materiqs

Publications:

E-0 IndeX from I-C-E RMC

V.F.
The Environmental School

120 Me from I-C-E RMC
Camp Recreation - Wausau
I-C-E RiiC
The Best Nature Writing

of Joseph Wood Erutch
I-C-E RPIC
Biennel Report of DNR

I-C-E Ri'IC V.F.
Door County Natural Beauty
Summary Report I-C-E RMC

Audio-Visual:

K. No. 5 AggradationfDegrada-
tion I-C-E
Nature is for People BAVI

National Parks BAVI

Adventuring in Conservation

BAVI

Camp Happiness BAVI

Community:

Park Director
DNR Person
Game Warden
Campsite Director

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning E

QUESTIONAIRE
(Age,grouping - Circle one over 50, 49.1-16,

1. Does your family own a camper, tent, or c.
2. Have you been to a state park? YES No
3. Do you go to parks and waysides in your a.
4. Does yoUr family go swimming or to the bd.
5. Have you flown a kite? YES NO
6. Would you contribute $10.00 to the buildi

YES NO
7. Do you go fishing or hunting? YES NO

DATA SHEET

AGE I Under 15 49-16
Number Number Number Number

Question Yes No Yes No

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3

4
5

6
7

te]

ade.

71

on



teria s Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences

ada -

I

on

QUESTIONAIRE
(Age grouping - Circle one over 50, 49-16, under 15

1. Does your family own a camper, tent, or cottage? YES NO
2. Have you been to a state park? YES NO
3. Do you go to parks and waysides in your area? YES NO
4. Does your family go swimming or to the beach? YES NO
5. Have you flown a kite? YES NO
6. Would you contribute $10.00 to the building of a-new park?

YES NO
7. Do you go fishing or hunting? YES NO

DATA

AGE

Question

No. 1
No.-2
No. 3

No. 4
No. 5

No. 6

No. 7

SHEET

Under 15 49-16 Over 50
Number Number Number Number Number Number
Yes No Yes No Yes No
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C 9. Man has the ability to manage,0
N manipulate, 'and change his environ-
C
E ment.
P
T

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The students
will be able to measure
cups, ana centimeters
and be able to read a meter
stick.

Affective: The students

will realize that man has
the ability to change a
plant's ability to grow
through the use of plant
food and fertilizer.

Skills to be Learned

1. Reading a meter stick
2. Measuring
3. Recording

Discipline Area Math
s

Subject Meas,

Problem Orientation

SUGGESTED LEARNIING

I. Student-Centered in class
Activity

A. You will work with soils.
1. Fill three boxes with a
low quality dirt containing
gravel, clay, etc.
2. Germinate bean seeds and
plant them in the boxes.
3. Obtain a quality water
soluble fertilizer and plant
food. Box # 1 mix half the
recommended dosage in 1 cup
of water, for Box # 2 mix the
full recommended dosage in
1 cup of water' for ,the
plant. For Box # 3 water
the plant with water only.
4. The students must care-
fully measure and record the
water and plant for the boxes.
5. As the plants grow, have
the students measure the
plants progressive gain in
height (every two days) in
centimeters and record it.
6. Compare the gains in
height in the boxes re-
ceiving plant food.
Graph the results of each box
so progr,ss can be observed.
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s .the ability to manage,

..., 'and change his environ-

Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject Measurement and Graphing

Problem Orientation Manipulation Grade

OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

le students
to measure
ltimeters
.7.0 read a meter

:he students

that man has
:o change a

to grow
Ise of plant

Learned

meter stick

I. Student-Centered in class
Activity

A. You will work with soils.
1. Fill three boxes with a
low quality dirt containing
gravel, clay, etc.
2. Germinate bean seeds and
plant them in the boxes.
3. Obtain a quality water
soluble fertilizer and plant
food. Box # 1 mix half the
recommended dosage in 1 cup
Of water, for Box # 2 mix the
full recommended dosage in
1 cup of water" for the
plant. For Box # 3 water
the plant with water only.
4. The students must care-
fully measure and record the
water and plant for the boxes.
5. As the plants grow, have
the students measure the
plants progressive gain in
height(every two days) in
centimeters and record it.
6. Compare the gains in
height in the boxes re-
ceiving plant food.
Graph the results of each box
so progress can be observed.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities,

A. Invite a farmer to talk about
the use of chemical fertilizer
and insecticide.
B. Agent can talk to the students
and offer statistics and facts
on the influence of fertilizer.



Resource and Reference Materials Continued and Additional Suggested Learnini

Publications:

Thomas William L. (ed) Man's Role

in Changing the Face of the Earth
Chicago Press 1956
Environmentzl Science Center
Nov. 1970 "Ecology - A handbook
for Lnvironrental Action -
What can I do ?"
Ecology: The Farm Benziger

I-C-E RMC 130 Mc

Audio-Visual:

"Discoverinc! Life Around Us:
A Visit to the Farm"
Encyclopedia Britannica Films
Rental and Purchase Library
425 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
"Ecological Imbalances"
FS St 2 at I-C-E RMC

Community:

Consult with a farmer on
problems of his field
areas and learn his
recommendations.
Visit a greenhouse. Get
a gardeners. views on soil
requirements. (or success-
fulgardeners in the area.
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C 10: Short-term economic gains may Discipline Area Mathematics
0
N produce long-term environmental Subject Problem Solving
C
E losses. Problem Orientation Short and Long
P tors
T

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Cognitive: The student
will be able to compare
the supply and demand of
timber consumption in the
United States Yearly.

Affective: The student
will realize, that with-
out proper planning and
use of timber resources
the supply will soon be
depleted.

Skills to be Learned

1. Problem Solving
2. Critical Analysis
3. Discussion Groups

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. President Nixon's policy on
housing.
Five year goal of 3 million new
housing units annually requiring
60% more timber and 7 billion
board feet more annually from
national forest.
*(Teacher Discussion Question)
,:an this be done and still main-
tain a policy of multiple use
and sustained yield? Or will the
urgent need for timber clash with
other environmental values - wild
life , recreation and watershed
protection.
Problems:
1. Need 18.8 billion cu.ft.
growth 16.6 cu. ft. shortage
How many billion cu. ft.?
2. The average person now uses
560 lbs. of paper a year. In
2000 A.D. each person will neea
1000 lbs. of paper per year.
What is the increase of each
person's needs.
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Re
Community

A. Invite a r
local papermi
class 'about h
timber that i
in making pap
est from whic
of trees are
for paper pro
B. Have a mem
of Natural Rci
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m economic gains may

term environmental

JECTIVES

Discipline Area

Subject

Mathematics

Problem Solving

Problem Orientation Short and Long term fac- Grade 4
tors

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

e tudent
compare
emend of
on in the
arly.
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h
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I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. President Nixon's policy on
housing.
Five year goal of 3 million new
housing units annually requiring
60% more timber and 7 billion
board feet more annually from
national forest.
*(Teacher Discussion Question)
Can this be dore and still main-
tain a policy of multiple use
and sustained yield? Or will the
urgent need for timber clash with
other environmental values - wild
life , recreation and watershed
protection.
Problems:
1. Need 18.8 billion cu.ft.
growth 16.6 cu. ft. shortage
How many billion cu. ft.?
2. The average person now uses
560 lbs. of paper a year. In
2000 A.D. each person will need
1000 lbs. of paper per year.
What is the increase of each
person's needs.
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Invite a representative of,a
local papermill to talk to the
class about how they select the
timber that is cat for their use
in making paper. Where is the for-
est from which they .cut? What kind
of trees are most commonly used
for paper products?
B. Have a tember of the Department
of Natural Re7ources visit your
classroom. Discuss your areas
woodland assests. Discuss the
states potential and annual wood
products output.



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

Poster: "If we don't preserve
this Natural Beauty.oLife will
become a Dead Issue,
Mem Co. , P.O. Box 273, New
York 10046
$1.00 17" X 22" Color Poster
Eagle over wooded mountain
range.

Audio-Visual:
"Ecological Systems" Imperial
Film'Co.,4321 S. Florida Ave.
Lakeland, Florida 33803 $36.00
Forest Biome etc. 4 film strips
2 records
"Fallin Northern Wisconsin"11 min.
BAVI
1696 "Place to Live" $3.00
1941 BAVI 18 min.
Fs St2 "Ecological Imbalance"
I-C-E RMC

Community:

Housing Construction Projects
Barn Construction in rural area
School supply room.
Office supply rooms
local companies (to note paper
needs)

Continued ana Additional Suggested Learning 2 11

I. continued
*Discussion 3.2 million acres burn eve )3m
we prevent this waste?
3. It takes 12,000 board feet to build o
board feet will it take to build 3 milli
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2 Materials Continuedand Additional Suggested Learning. Experiences

)reserve
rife will

New

Poster
stain

'Imperial

.da Ave.
)3 $36.00

strips

Insin"11 min.

3.0
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'rojects
=oral area

)te paper

I. continued
*Discussion 3.2 million acres burn every
we prevent this waste?
3. It takes 12,000 board feet to build one
board feet will it take to build 3 million

year. How can

house: How many
houses?



C 11. Individtal acts, duplicated or

0
N compounded, produce significant
C
E environmental alterations over
P
T time.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Cognitive: The child
will compute by addition
the weignt of clgssroom
paper owned by all students
which, ultimately will be
disposed of as waste.

Affective: The student
will criticiae amount
of paper consumed by him-
self and peers and respond
to the value of economy in
keeping waste down.

Skills to be Learned

Planning
Observation
Collecting
Organizing
Computation
Criticizing

Discipline Area Mathematics

Subject Numeration (Addition

Problem Orientation Waste Disposal

SUGGESTED' LEARNING LXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The class will weigh the
amount of paper (notebooks/
looseleaf) they,; have in their
desks. This amount, will be
added to the amount in other
classes and a total weight in
pounds determined for the enter
school.
1. This can be done by rows,
having each child add the
weight of his paper to his
neighbor's.
2. The amount in total for
each row can then be added
to the sum of other rows.

B. The class will endeavor to
research the relationship be-
tween pounds of paper and
amount of trees.
C. Then calculate the actual
wasting of paper per room.
Work to find the number of
trees destroyed by waste.
D. After a week of concerted
effort and participation ac in
calcualte the waste. See in
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Res
Community A

A. Invite repr=
local paper con
class as to thE
new paper in ci
value of waste
B. Invite repr
waste disposal
with class the
up and disposi
C. If recyclin
the area - sup
an hour on Sat
ing in collect
of newspaper o



uplicated or Discipline Area Mathematics

:gnificant Subject

onS_=over

Numeration (Addition)

Problem Orientation Waste Disposal Grade 4

its

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES _

.
Student-Centered in class
activity

A. The class will weigh the
amount of paper (notebooks/
looseleaf) they- have in cheir
deskS. This amount will be
added to the amount in other
classes and a total weight in
pounds determined for the entir
school.
1. This can be done by rows,
having each child add the
weight of his paper to his
neighboris.
2. The amount in total for
each row can then be added
to the sum of other rows.

B. The class will endeavor to
research the relationship be-
tween pounds of paper and
amount of trees.
C. Then cticulate the actual
wasting of paper per room.
Work to find the number of
trees destroyed by waste.
D. After a week of concerted
effort and participation again
calcualte the waste. See in
(continued on reverse side)

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Invite representative from
local paper company to inform
class as to the value per pound
new paper in child's desk and
value of waste paper.
B. Invite representative from
waste disposal plant to disLass
with class the cost of picking
up and disposing of waste paper.
C. If recycling is going on in
the area - support it by working
an hour on Saturdays or by help-
ing in collection and. :bailing.
of newspaper or other materials.



Resource and Reference Materials

Publications:

America's Natural Resources
Callison, Charles H. 1967
Future Enviroments of North

Continued and Additional Sugest

America Darlirg, F. & Milton,
John P.
Trees and Forests Jepson, Stanley
14.

Audio-Visual:
"Conservation et Our Forests"
(film strip)
EYX: Gate House, Inc.
432 Park Ave. New Yoz-ic
Aggradation/Deexadation
Kt 5
"Ecological Imtalance" Fs
St 2 at I-C-E PMC

Community:

Paper Mill Representative
County Forester
Waste Disposal Plant Re-
presentative

I. continued
D. recycling if the number of
decreased.
E. Try schenies in classroom to
record of what it might amount
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Continued and Additional Suggested Leaining Experiences

I. continued
D. recycling if the number of trees destroyed by waste has
decreased.
E. Try schemes in classroom to actually save paper - k4ep
record of what it might amount to in a month's time.



C 12. Private ownership must be re- Discipline Area Mathematics
0
N garded as a. stedardship and should , Subject M?ney. value
C
E not encroact upon or violate the Problem Orientation Steward -P
T individual light of others.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPER

Cognitive: Given a simu-
lation game on recycling
resources the student will

0 act as an indiVidual:com-
i pany and deal with the

problems of production,

:1

0 consumption and pollution.

a
Affective: The student
will recognize the need
for cooperative action in
order to solve pollution
and be willing to sacri-;

fice some monetary gain
for that goal.

Skills to be Learned
Decision Making
Critical thinking
Addition and subtraction
of money

I. Student-Centered in class .

activity

Use Recycling Resources
A. Prepare the students by using
Solid waste pollutants (Filmstrip
from URBAN CRISIS K-13 at I-C-E
B. Use the recycling resources
Simulation Game (available from
I-C-E R?iC)
C.

1. Discuss the results and
the kinds of decisions that
had to be made.
2. Discuss the results of one
person's pollution and its
effects on the entire group.

II. Outs
Comr
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Stewardship Grade 4

SUGGESTED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

I. Student-Centered in class
activity

Use Recycling Resources
A. Prepare the students by using
Solid waste pollutants (Filmstrip
from URBAN CRISIS K-13 at I-C-E
B. Use the recycling resources
Simulation Game (available from
I-C-E RMC)
C.

1. Discuss the results and
the kinds of decisions that
had to be made.
2. Discuss the results of one
person's pollution and its
effects on the entire group.

II. Outside Resource and
Community Activities

A. Visit a waste treatment plant
or have the director of a- plant
speak to the students.
B. Try to compile the amount of
money being put into creation and
iaaintenance.lof recycling or en-
vironmental quality improvement
projects within the local area.
Then compare the increase or
decrease to the need and the in-
creasing awareness of decadence.



Resdurce and Feference Materials

Publications:

"Investigating"Man's World"
Metropolitan Studies Unit 4
Scott Foresman, Economics
Unit 5 "The Social Sciences"
Harcourt
Stone, A New Ethic for a
New Earth Friendship Press
New York $1.95

Audio-Visual:

"Recycling Resources" Con-
tinental Can Co. Simu-
lation game available at
I-C-E Sg 6 Set I
"America's Urban Crisis"
Group 1 21 K-13 availa-
ble at I-C-E RLC
"Ecological Crisis" K-14
SVE I-C-E

Community:

Manufacturing Areas observing
indus :ial complexes and
waste piles,
Observe garbagc dumps and
effect on the. environment.
Observe barns and yards.

Continued and Additional Suggested Learning
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Continued and Additional Suggested Learning Experiences
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Please fill in:
Subject:

Gradel

PROJECT I-C-E Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or duplicate ss ne T I

Concept No. Used:

Poor GOod Exc.

In commenting on each episode used in your class,
form. Feel free to adapt it and add more pages. L
yoUr critipues and comments - negative and positive
hand column, please rate (poor, good, excellent) ea
make specific comments or suggestions if possible i
vided to help us make this a more usable guide. Th

I. Behavioral Objectives
A. Cognitive:

E. Affective:

II. Skills Developed

/II. Suggested Learning Experiences
A. In Class:

OTifilaF'7&EcTIERFTEiKEETirries:

TV. Suggested Resource & Reference Materials
(specific suggestions & comments)

Serving Scho

Gr

B
A



Ele T I -C -E Episode Evaluation Form (Reproduce or duplicate as needed)

L
I form. Feel free to adapt it and add more pages. Let us know all

3 mmIn commenting on each episode used in your class, please use this

76 your critiaues and comments - negative and positive. In the MT-
hand column, please rate (poor, good, excellent) each item. Also,
make specific comments or suggestions if possible in the space pro-

Oa

]

vided to help us make this a more usable guide. Thank you.

. Behavioral Cbjectives
A. Cognitive:

. ffective: NOalMON400w...........

4.00WW7IPOWV.Mwr

11.../0.1111WIYMINNI

Deve ope

. Suggeste. Learning Experiences
A. In Cliss:

. Cuts1 e & Commun ty 'ctivities:

. Suggested Resource & Reference Materials
(specific suggestions & comments)

h
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Project I-C-E
Serving-Schools in CESA g-8-9

1927 Main Street
Green Bay, WI 54101


